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PART I – INTRODUCTORY NOTES 
 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
The last two decades have been very turbulent for cultural institutions in Serbia with significant 

changes in society happening both locally and globally. On the international level, the fantastic 

changes in technological developments and significant improvements in the field of information 

technology have allowed previously unthinkable levels of international communication and 

cooperation. At the same time, this was a time of rapid growth of the mass culture industry and 

its products, fueled by new and powerful form of communication – the Internet. Finally, at the 

end of the first decade of the 21st century, the western world was hit by a global economic crisis, 

which affected all sectors of civil life including culture. 

 

On the local level, the last twenty years were even more unstable in Serbia. In just ten years at 

the end of the 20th century, the country had been involved in several civil wars and the break-up 

of former Yugoslavia and later the Republic of Serbia&Montenegro. Finally, at the dawn of the 

new century, in October 2000, there was a regime change followed by democratic reforms that 

sparked a new hope for the stability of society in general.  

 

In comparison, the first ten years of the new millennia were less turbulent in Serbia than the 

period that preceded it, with most important events regarding culture happening near the end of 

the decade. Such were the introduction of the Law on Culture voted into Parliament in 2009, and 

the global economic crisis, which hit Serbia in full force by 2010.  

 

Although the future of public cultural institutions such as museums is not in peril, due to the fact 

that the state is legally responsible for their financing, the ever-shrinking budget for culture, as a  

byproduct of the described events, can have a devastating impact on the ability of the museums 

to realize their mission and vision and, in doing so, comply with their civic responsibilities.  
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According to the International Council of Museums (ICOM) a museum „should be a community 

centre but a “centre” that reaches outside of its walls” 1 and actively participates in community 

life.   

 

CULTURAL CONTEXT AND SUBJECT OF THE THESIS: 
 
“In Western-European countries it is considered that cultural institutions are only partly affected 

by changes in the environment, and that the role of the cultural management is to not only to 

respond to those changes but to make cultural institutions the instigators of those changes and 

trends.” 2 

 

This practice has been somewhat adopted in Serbia since the democratic changes in 2000. 

However, it is not enough to simply replicate western trends and apply them in Serbia, without 

any regard for the specific cultural and economic challenges the country faces. Serbia represents 

a unique socio-economic challenge for any cultural manager. In order to succeed in turbulent 

times, cultural institutions in Serbia find themselves in a situation where they not only need to 

think about incorporating best western practices in cultural management, but also how to apply 

these practices in the unique framework of Serbia’s cultural scene. It is no easy task as Serbia has 

spent years in isolation, under sanctions, and was involved in several wars as well. This has had a 

devastating impact not only on the country’s economy but also on its cultural scene and the links 

between its cultural practitioners and those in the west. Serbia has lost a lot of ground regarding 

cultural management trends and the process of catching up will not be easy or happen overnight.  

 

One of the factors that further complicate matters is certainly the system of financing of public 

cultural institutions in Serbia.  

 

As with most countries in Europe, public cultural institutions in Serbia are provided with public 

financing by law.  

                                                 
1 ICOM: “White Paper: Relationship Between Museums and Municipalities in Europe”, 2010, page 8 
2Dragićević-Šešić, M. Stojković, B.“Kultura: Menadžment, Animacija, Marketing”, CLIO,Beograd, 
2007. 
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This fact may lead to the conclusion that institutions such as museums are facing the same 

problem throughout Europe, and that the situation in Serbia, in fact, differs very little from the 

situation in Germany, France, England or any other developed country in Western Europe.  

Although partially true, this statement does not take into account two very important factors: on 

the one hand the significant difference in state budgets for culture in Western Europe and Serbia, 

and on the other, the progress these countries have made in the field of cultural management 

theories and their application in practice. Additionally, in western European countries there is a 

constant effort to redefine the role of a museum in the modern society, whereas in Serbia, 

although museum statutes transform, their goals and objectives remain largely unchanged. 

 

Museums “find themselves at the heart of a public agenda dominated by shrinking financial 

margins. They are at once asked to diversify, renew and bring back their audiences”  3 while at 

the same time dealing with an ever smaller financial budget. 

 

While museums in Western Europe slowly changed and evolved over the years, museums in 

Serbia have been stagnating for decades, relying on the fact that they are cultural institutions 

protected by law, whose employees primarily have an obligation to the profession, and only then 

to the public. Moreover, according to the „Fiscal policy measures on public sector wage freeze 

from 2009“ 4, new job positions cannot be opened in public institutions. Therefore a new staff in 

museums can only be engaged on part-time or voluntary basis or as a replacement for those who 

leave the museum permanently. As a result, the museum staff rarely change, and this lack of 

„new blood“ can lead to complacency and unwillingness to experiment with new ideas in 

museum management and innovative ideas for fund-raising, audience development, exhibitions, 

publications and so on. 

The current state financing system of public institutions only deepens the problem by providing a 

stable yet constantly shrinking budget, with which cultural institutions like museums fail to meet 

more than the minimum of their planned annual activities.

                                                 
3 ICOM: “White Paper: Relationship Between Museums and Municipalities in Europe”,2010, page 25 
4 http://www.fefa.edu.rs/files/ www.srbija.gov.rs/vesti 13. april 2009 
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This type of yearly budget plan is also a very restrictive form of financing as it does not allow 

long-term planning and forces the museum staff to try and fit the most basic of its’ ideas into a 

yearly scheme, for the museum to be able to afford.  

This thesis will try to find answers for the following questions: 

1.) What are current trends in world museology and what is expected of a modern museum 

in the 21st century? 

2.) In what capacity are the two museums in this study able to follow these museological 

trends and can they be considered true contemporary community cultural centers? 

3.) Is the state budgetary financing system adequate in meeting the needs of modern 

museums? 

4.) What role does the life-long museological education of museum staff play in the financial 

functioning of modern museums? 

 

The subject of this paper will be to thoroughly examine, investigate and understand the 

financing and financial management of one national and one city museum in Belgrade. 

 

Through a comparative analysis of the financing structure of a city and a state museum in 

Belgrade, this paper will attempt to provide insight into the structure of financing, programming 

and organizational functioning of museums in the Serbian capital in the new millennium. 

Museums chosen for this comparative study are the Museum of Science and Technology and the 

Museum of Nikola Tesla. 

 

MAIN AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 
 
The main aims of this paper were to, through a comparative analysis of one state and one city 

museum in Belgrade, examine the extent to which the current budgetary system of financing 

caters to the needs and requirements of museums in Serbia, whether it allows them to perform 

their social role in the community, and to determine whether and how these institutions utilize 

the potential of alternative sources of financing. This paper will also look at examples of good 

museology practices in the region, Europe and worldwide  to help formulate conclusions about 
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the possibilities for further development of two selected museums, with the aim of increasing 

their social roles in the development of the local communities and society in general. 

 

 

Individual aims are: 

1. To determine to what extent the current budgetary system of financing meets the needs of 

public museums in Belgrade. 

2. To analyze current worldly museological trends and investigate whether the two museums 

in this study are able to follow them and perform their social role in the community. 

3. To conduct a financial, programming and organizational analysis of the Museum of 

Science and Technology. 

4. To conduct a financial, programming and organizational analysis of the Nikola Tesla 

Museum. 

5. To give short recommendations for both museums based on data analyzed, providing some 

good practice examples and tips from successful initiatives by other museums in the region 

and worldwide. 

 
HYPOTHESES: 
 
The main and starting hypothesis of this study is: Budgetary state financing cannot meet the 

needs of modern museums in Belgrade, particularly in times of turbulent socio-economic 

developments in the country. 

 

Secondary hypothesis is: 

H1 – State and city museums have to use alternative sources of financing in order to be 

able to follow worldly museological trends and be able to fulfill their duties to the public. 
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METHODOLOGY: 

To prove the hypotheses, research will be based on the following methods: 

 

 
- Case studies – Studies of the Museum of Science and Technology and Museum of 

Nikola Tesla in which other analytical methods will be used to deeply investigate the 

organizational, financing and programming of both museums. 

 

- Observational Method with Data Recording  – to be used for noticing, identifying and 

describing the impact of the budgetary system of financing as well as broader socio-

economic factors on the work of museums in Belgrade 

 

- Analytical Method – analysis and synthesis of domestic and foreign literature on the 

subject, international documents and empirical data gathered on the two museums. 

 

- Functional strategic analysis – analysis of the financing sources, financial plans, 

marketing and PR strategies, organizational structures and programming activities of the 

Museum of Science and Technology and Nikola Tesla Museum.  

 

- Comparative methods – comparative nalysis of the financing sources, financial plans, 

marketing and PR strategies, organizational structures and programming activities of the 

Museum of Science and Technology and the Nikola Tesla Museum.  

 
- Interview – interviews with the museum director/director's representatives in each 

museum as well as several staff members. Interviews included both free-form discussions 

and a questionaire based on the five questions in the comparative analysis section of the 

paper 
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PART II  - GLOBAL TRENDS IN MUSEOLOGY AND  MUSEUM FINANCING 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
As has already been mentioned, the main objective of this paper will be to determine whether the 

current state financing system allows the two museums being studied to fulfill their duties to the 

community and keep up with modern museology trends in the world.  

Before delving deeper into the analysis of the museums themselves, however, it is necessary to 

explain first what these trends are and how modern museology theorists and museum workers 

see the role of a contemporary museum. This chapter will also deal with how finances fit into the 

whole picture, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of various cultural policy models when 

it comes to museum financing and explain alternative sources of funding and their importance to 

the proper functioning of a modern museum. Finally, it will summarize what is needed for 

museum staff to become aware of how to best exploit these alternative funding sources, become 

less reliant on state funding, and able to meet the expectations set before a modern museum 

nowadays. Only after all these factors are explained can analyse the museums themselves and 

evaluate how they fare against global trends. 

 

THE ROLE OF A MUSEUM IN MODERN SOCIETY 
 
Before being able to comment on how capable the museums in this study are in meeting modern 

museological standards we must first know what these standards are generally considered to be, 

and what is expected of a modern museum in the 21st century. How have museums changed and 

evolved in the last few decades and what changes can be expected in the future?  

 

The world has changed greatly since the dawn of the digital age and the expansion of mass 

media and the Internet. In this time of instant culture, when traditional values are being put to 

question and people require immediate gratification, institutions of the so-called “high” culture 

are in more peril than ever.  
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To be able to adapt to these new circumstances, traditional cultural institutions such as museums 

must also evolve with the times and modernize their views on the role they are supposed to play 

in the contemporary society.  

 

The best way to illustrate how museums have evolved (or at least, should strive to evolve) is by 

looking at how the definition of a museum by the International Council of Museums (ICOM) has 

developed over the years.  

In 1961, the definition was, as follows: “ICOM shall recognize as a museum any permanent 

institution which conserves and displays, for purposes of a study, education and enjoyment, 

collections of objects of cultural or scientific significance” 5 

 

In 1974 it was changed to “A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the 

service of the society and its development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, 

researches, communicates, and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, 

material evidence of man and his environment.” 6 

 

Finally, according to the newest ICOM Statute from 2007, “A museum is a non-profit, 

permanent institution in the service of society and its development, open to the public, which 

acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage 

of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 7 

 

What is immediately obvious is the evolution and expansion of the role of the museums in 

society. At first, it was focused on preservation of legacy and its presentation to the community. 

Gradually, there came to be a need for emphasizing the openness to the public, and recognition 

of the important role it has to play in the life of the museum. The current statute, based on one 

from 1974, shifts the primary focus of museums to being of service to the community and its 

development, with the conservation and preservation of its legacy being perceived only as a step 

in this wider and more important goal.  

 

                                                 
5 ICOM Statute 1961 
6 ICOM Statute 1974 
7 ICOM Statute 2007 
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This notion is best summed up in ICOM’s “White Paper”, which states that “all cultural 

institutions tread the fine line between creation and the conservation of heritage” and that 

“nothing would be more wrong, in a global society of knowledge, than to consider museums as 

simply places of conservation”. Museums should “participate in the creation of a new order”, as 

“they are not behind us, but lead the way” 8 

This notion of the museums’ role changing from being monuments to history to active 

participants in everyday community life has become the guiding principle in western 

museological theories in the past thirty years. The modern museum should be one of the centers 

of community cultural life and a playground for ideas and innovation – a place where, through 

active participation in interpreting history and heritage, a community can better understand its 

existence today.  

Gerald Mat, Tomas Flac and Judita Lederer claim that “museums, through their programmes, 

architecture and entire scope of action are becoming the mirror of the worlds of their visitors and 

environment” 9 

Simon Mundy sees museums as “places we go to in order to interpret material remains of the 

past, not places where those remains of the past are put on display to be seen” 10  

 

The “Manifesto for Museum Learning” 11, published through the Campaign for Learning through 

Museums and Galleries (CLMG) by “Culture Unlimited”, a think-tank institution formed by 

experts from Great Britain’s most renowned museums states several important pointers for 

modern museums, stating that they should: 

- Let their audiences learn by being part of creating the museum, as well as being 

consumers of its output (learn as much as they teach) 

- Be a cure for the passivity of modern life by including its community in the two-way 

learning process 

- Define themselves not only by what they possess but what they do as well 

- Hold a mirror to the culture of the contemporary society, which reflects its actions 

- Tell us who we are, where we are from and where we are going. 

                                                 
8 ICOM “White Paper: The Relationship between Museums and Municipalities in Europe”,2010, page 7 
9 Gerald Mat, Tomas Flac, Judita Lederer, Menadžment muzeja, CLIO, Beograd 2002, page 12. 
10 Mundy, S. “Kulturna Politika – Kratki Vodič“, Balkancult, 2001, page 93 
11 A Manifesto for Museum Learning – CLMG, www.cultureunlimited.org 
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Similar opinions can be found in writings of authors from the former Yugoslav republics as well. 

Tomislav Šola believes that “Exhibits are not the bearers of the entire importance of a museum, 

what is important is the scene they present, the story they tell, the quality of the communication 

they achieve, and the effect on their audience that the museum can boast about” 12  

 

Sonja Zimonjić, the current director of the Museum of Science and Technology (one of the two 

museums analyzed in this study) has a similar view, proving that some measure of awareness of 

modern museological trends exists amongst museum professionals in Serbia as well. She claims 

that “the modern museum needs to understand itself as a spiritual and cultural center of its own 

social environment”, again reinforcing the idea of the need for modern museums to be active 

participants in the life of their communities. In the words of Gary Edison “museum workers have 

a twofold duty – one towards their profession and the other – towards the community.”13 

 

Nevertheless, the first thought of many people in Serbia as well as most Eastern European 

countries, when asked about what a museum should represent is that it is a place dedicated to 

preserving various forms of legacy and objects of importance so that they can be shown to future 

generations. In doing so, the museums present their audience with a link to the past and prevent 

this legacy from fading from the collective memory. However, the audience is not the primary 

focus of the work of museums but the continued existence and relevance of the objects they 

house, and their preservation – a view functionally similar to world museological trends in 1961. 

This attitude is mirrored by the museum staff who, as Vladimir Krivošejev points out, often have 

the view that working with the audience is an “unwanted side-product of museological duties, 

which only usurps working hours and energy that could be channeled towards scientific work or 

some other, preferable activities” 14   

 

How have we reached such a high level of disparity between worldly trends and the expectations 

and perceptions in Serbia about how a museum should function and what its purpose and duties 

to its community are?  

                                                 
12 Šola, T. Marketing u Muzejima, Hrvatsko Muzejsko Društvo, Zagreb, 2001 
13 Edison, G, Muzeji i Etika, Clio, 2008, page 128 
14 Krivošejev, V. „Muzejska Politika u Srbiji: Nastajanje, Kriza i Novi Početak“, Časopis „Kultura“, Zavod za 
proučavanje kulturnog razvitka, Beograd, 2011, page 307 
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How do the two museums covered in this study rate in comparison to these two fundamentally 

different ideas on how a museum as an institution should be managed?   Finally, how does the 

financing model for culture affect the capabilities of museums to follow worldly museological 

trends? To find out more about this connection, we must first understand what cultural policy 

models regarding museum financing exist, what are their advantages and disadvantages, and 

which model is prevalent in Serbia at the moment. 

 

 

STATE CULTURAL POLICY MODELS  
 
European countries have a long tradition of state financing for important cultural institutions 

such as museums, theatres, operas etc.  Nevertheless, culture was, in most of those countries 

often considered far less important than other, more immediately necessary and easier to measure 

sectors such as healthcare, defense and education. ICOM’s “White Paper” claims that 

“Museums’ financial situations have always been seen as precarious. Created as they are to 

preserve the values inherent in their collections and the heritage they protect, museums can only 

survive on the subsidies granted to them by their official guardians, who may over time develop 

other priorities and other goals.”15 In other words, relying too much on state funds can be 

dangerous, especially in times of financial crisis, like the one that hit most of the world’s 

economies in 2007 and whose effects can still be felt today. 

 

Another important thing to remember is that different countries have different policies regarding 

the funding of culture and cultural institutions and that these all have their unique advantages and 

disadvantages. Vesna Djukić talks about the dilemma every state faces between „supporting the 

development of cultural and art production and in that way meeting the needs of its citizens, or 

supporting market spending, which is also a way to meet the need of its citizens“ 16 while Henry  

 

                                                 
15 “White Paper: The Relationship between Museums and Municipalities in Europe”, page 74 
16 Djukić V. Kulturni Turizam, CLIO, 2005, page 67 
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Hillman Chartrand gives a good overview of the different state cultural policy models, starting 

from the idea that financing comes from various types of state ideologies: 17 

1.) The facilitator model, originating from the United States represents a very hands-off 

approach to culture by the state. It supports the arts primarily through tax cuts and write-

offs, without providing any form of national standard for quality. This approach is very 

market-oriented, with the only interjection by the state being that the state declares which 

donations or other forms of helping cultural institutions can be considered “for the public 

good” and therefore eligible for tax write-offs. The obvious advantage of this system is 

that it provides a wide variety of possible income sources for the institutions, 

strengthening their potential for self-generated funds and forcing them to develop 

audience development and marketing strategies. However, this system major flaw is in 

the lack of quality/artistic excellence control, which is left up to the tastes of mass 

audiences and various foundations, all of whom are, for the most part, not cultural 

practitioners themselves.  

 

2.)  The architect model represents almost the complete opposite of the facilitator model. In 

this cultural policy model, the state sees artists and cultural institutions as instruments of 

the “public good” which must be nurtured, protected and shown off as much as possible. 

Varying forms of this model can range from the French “democratization” of culture 

which aims to make culture available to as many of its citizens as possible to the overly-

traditional cultural system in Serbia which provides strong institutional support to 

traditional forms of art while neglecting the modern artistic trends. In all cases, the 

biggest problem with this model is that it can often be overly centralized, and that even 

when it is not, it still provides financing to cultural institutions regardless of their market 

performance and success. This complete lack of competition for funds, which, 

nevertheless are progressively diminishing under the effects of the financial crisis, leads 

to stagnation and decrease in quality amongst public cultural institutions, which, along 

with a lack of developing marketing and PR skills for the institutions’ staff represents the 

biggest drawback of this cultural financing model.  

                                                 
17 Chartrand H. H. “Funding the Fine Arts – An International Political Economic Assessment”, Nordic Theatre 
Studies, 2002 
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The main argument for this model lies within its supposed ability to “democratize” 

culture and raise overall cultural levels of the population of a country that employs it.  

 

3.) The patron model rests somewhere in-between the architect and facilitator models and is 

most commonly associated with the cultural policy model in the United Kingdom. In this 

model, the state delegates the allocation of funds in culture to specialized, professional 

and independent bodies of experts such as Art Councils as well as the esthetic criteria of 

various sponsors, private donors or foundations. The advantage of this system is that it 

provides a dynamic cultural life in which institutions have to constantly seek to improve 

and modernize their services in order to please not only the experts but their audience and 

sponsors/donors as well. In this way the audience and cultural institutions are in a 

constant two-way communication, teaching and learning process. Yet, the market is not 

the only measure of the institutions’ success. Some of the audience, as well as some 

museum professionals feel that art councils can lead to a certain elitism and favoritism 

when it comes to selecting “favored” institutions. Another issue, when looking from the 

traditional point of view of museum professionals is that market success is a big part of 

judging the success of cultural institutions and that the state is increasingly forcing 

museums to seek additional funding sources. As the audience alone cannot provide for 

the needs of museum professionals, fears for the cultural integrity of museums that are 

forced to rely more on commercial sponsorships do exist. In the UK systems such as 

heritage lottery fund and mechanisms providing extra funds for museums successful on 

the market, as well as state interventions such as dictating publishing prices exist to 

balance things out and give less successful museums a chance to get their footing, while 

further supporting those that are already at the forefront, encouraging them to be even 

better. 

 

4.) The final model presented here is the engineer model and it is presented purely for 

completeness sake as it is the worst and most counter-productive of all the four models. 

This model, infamous in the ex-Soviet bloc countries and, to some small extent, in the 

former Yugoslavia. It is functionally similar to the architect model but with one 

important difference – culture is seen less as a common good and more as a means of 
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propaganda, enforcing the grand ideals of those in power. Thus, monolithic tributes to the 

ideology lie at the core of the philosophy of this cultural model, which sees culture and 

artists as the perfect tools for spreading the esthetic and moral values of the ruling class. 

This model is characterized by constant surveillance of the financing sources which are 

guaranteed only to those who promote the regime’s ideology, or at least fit into it and do 

not openly speak up or act against it. 

 

It is clear that all these models (with the possible exception of radical versions of the engineer 

model) have their advantages and disadvantages. Hristina Mikić claims that there is no clear 

“best” solution and that only through “finding the most diverse combination of organizational 

dimensions that fit within the framework of existing tradition, socio-economic context, cultural 

institutions and the relationship between state and culture” can a truly effective and efficient 

model be achieved. 18 

 

It is also worth noting that Serbia today does not necessarily fit into any of these models. Like 

many former Yugoslav republics, having at one time been on the verge of the engineer model 

(post-war Partisan-propaganda), and later shifting to the architect model, the current situation in 

Serbia  is best described by Vesna Djukić, who talks about the transitional model 19.  

This model, essentially created by the effects of the financial crisis on the architect model is 

typical of  countries that were previously highly centralized and had a long tradition of budgetary 

financing. Having now been faced with a serious financial crisis, they are forced to severely cut 

the budget for the cultural sector and are therefore looking to encourage cultural practitioners to 

look for alternative funding sources. It’s biggest downside and problem is in the fact that 

museum staff used to budgetary financing are suddenly expected to develop capacities for 

finding their own avenues of income, independent of the state funding.  

 

The resource diversification strategy, as Milena Dragićević-Šešić and Sanjin Dragojević claim 

„increase the sense of independence, feeling of being responsible for one’s own development as 

                                                 
18 Mikic, H. Kulturna Politika i Savremeni Izazovi Finansiranja Kulture: Medjunarodna Iskustva i Srbija, Časopis 
„Kultura“, Zavod za proučavanje kulturnog razvitka, Beograd, 2011, page 84  
19 Djukić V. Kulturni Turizam, CLIO, 2005, page 68 
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well as better understanding the environment and its needs” 20  In order to do so, it is necessary 

for museum staff to first have a good knowledge of alternative funding sources available and 

methods for obtaining them. 

 

MUSEUM FINANCING AND ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SOURCES  
 

When it comes to financing models for museums, Milena Dragićević-Šešić and Branimir 

Stojković break them down into budgetary, market-driven and mixed21, while Gerald Mat, 

Tomas Flac and Judita Lederer group them into 5 categories: state subventions, ticket sales, 

research services income, money from selling the museum’s own exhibitions and finally 

sponsors. 22  

Tomislav Šola believes that all of the museum’s income not coming from the state budget can be 

considered the museum’s own (self-generated) funds (because they required effort on the part of 

the museum staff) and splits them into internal (ticket and museum shop sales, renting space, 

expert consulting etc.) and external (sponsors, donations etc.) 

So what are some ways for museum staff to decrease its reliance on the state budget and increase 

its own operating funds, whether through internal or external factors? 

 

The primary and most important strategy that needs to be implemented is the resource 

diversification strategy, which simply means that museums need to be able to rely on funds 

from many different sources and not just one principal founder.  

 

Starting with internally generated funds, museums have a lot to offer, they just need to learn 

how to best utilize the talents of their staff, facilities of the museum as well as the museum 

collections themselves. They can provide experts for art consulting, conservation and restoration 

of artistic and historical items not from the museum’s own collection (other similar museums, 

corporations, educational institutions, private owners etc.). They can also organize workshops, 

seminars etc. on their premises or even rent them or some objects from the museum collection 
                                                 
20 Милена Драгићевић Шешић и Сањин Драгојевић, Меnadžment umetnosti u turbulentnim okolnostima, page 
105. 
21 Dragićević-Šešić, M. Stojković, B.“Kultura: Menadžment, Animacija, Marketing”, CLIO,Beograd, 
2007, page 273 
22 Mat G, Flac T, Lederer J, Menadžment muzeja, CLIO, Beograd, 2002, page. 124  
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for movie sets, documentaries, seminars, fashion shows and all manner of other activities not 

necessarily related to the museum’s work.  

Geralt Mat also suggest the possibility of coming up with and realizing exhibitions for other 

museums or private collections and even renting its premises to other museums to present their 

own exhibitions,23 although, this is usually done as a form of co-operation between the museums 

with the aim of enlarging both museums’ audiences, rather than actually making the museums a 

direct profit.    

 

Finally, there are the ticket sales and museum shop which should not depend on for any 

significant portion of the overall budget but can still provide a substantial percentage of self-

generated incomes. In addition, having an interesting and well organized souvenir shop can help 

museums reach more audience and can work not only as an immediate source of income but an 

extension of the museum’s audience development and marketing strategies as well. 

 

Although internally generated funds for museums can amount to a healthy percentage of the 

overall self-earned budget, in most cases externally generated funds and the museum’s ability to 

obtain them are what makes the difference between museums that are heavily reliant on state 

funds and the more independent ones.  

 

There are essentially two main ways for museums to attract additional funds. On the one hand, 

commercial sponsorship and donations from wealthy individuals or just regular community 

members all require a certain amount of marketing and PR work in ‘wooing’ the target groups. 

When talking about enlarging the audience, and thereby increasing not only ticket and museum 

shop sales but also the potential for more donations, this goal can be achieved through the 

strategy of commercialization. This strategy, which includes market research, audience 

development and PR strategies, represents a constant effort on behalf of the museum to discover 

the needs of the audience and deliver the best possible product to cater to those needs.  

The danger here lies in the potential for over-emphasizing the market orientation of the museum 

and thereby endangering its artistic and cultural vision. Similarly, this can also happen in the 

case of commercial sponsorships if sponsors are allowed to have enough influence on how the 

                                                 
23 Mat G, Flac T, Lederer J, Menadžment muzeja, CLIO, Beograd, 2002, page 133-134 
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museum should be managed (for instance, as members appointed in the executive or supervisory 

boards).  

Another method for the museums to obtain funds, and one which is increasingly becoming 

popular (and in Eastern European countries even necessary) is through foundations which donate 

money for various projects.  Simon Mundy points out that the advantage of this type of fund-

raising lies in the fact that foundations rarely ask for expensive or complicated counter-favours, 

such as fancy receptions, advertising campaigns or spots on one of the museum’s boards. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage of seeking funds through foundations is that they often have 

very strict requirements on their tenders that can be in opposition to the requirements of other 

foundations or state authorities. 24 

These requirements are often a big problem for cultural institutions in transitional countries like 

Serbia as they require a different system of thinking than the one most cultural practitioners are 

used to. Short, one-off projects, or even ones spanning several years are in stark contrast to the 

traditional way museums function in Serbia, where yearly budget plans, stemming from the way 

culture has been financed for decades, have „trained“ museum staff to think only in terms of 

accomplishing an annual programme.  

 

MUSEOLOGICAL EDUCATION (LIFE-LONG LEARNING) 
 

 In order to be able to switch to the new way of project-based thinking museum staff need to be 

educated in its merits and explained the necessity as well as the advantages of this dynamic 

system of museum functioning. Sonja Zimonjić believes that „modern museum functioning 

demands education on all levels and in all its forms: from informal education of the museum 

experts – educating the educators, to informal forms of learning at museums.25 This is where 

museological education and the so-called life-long learning become necessary for museum staff. 

 

                                                 
24 Mundy, S. “Kulturna Politika – Kratki Vodič“, Balkancult, Beograd, 2001, pages 43-44 
25 Dositheus - Zbornik radova o razvoju ljudskih resursa u kulturi i umetnosti danas ,Sonja Zimonjić –Upravljanje 
znanjem – Doţivotno uĉenje: Muzeologija, page. 40 
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Life-long learning is defined by the European Commission being „all learning activity 

undertaken throughout life, with the aim of improving knowledge, skills and competence, within 

a personal civic social and/ or employment-related perspective.” 26 

 

For museums, the process of life-long learning refers to the necessity for museum staff to 

constantly learn new skills and keep up to date with modern museological theories and practices. 

Modern museums have long abandoned the notion that it is enough to possess basic academic 

knowledge in the required field of expertise in order to be a valuable museum worker.  

Museology is a constantly evolving discipline and only those with the right set of skills and 

knowledge can keep up with modern trends, and more importantly know how to attract 

audiences, sponsors and donators, all the while shaping the museum into an educational center 

which is at heart of its community’s cultural life.  

 

In the following chapters we shall learn more about the Museum of Science and Technology and 

Nikola Tesla Museum and find out how they measure up to this ideal of a modern museum, in 

which areas they need improvement, and how these improvements could be made. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
26 European Society of Association Executives, What is Lifelong Learning? The view from the European 

Commission, European Society of Association Executives, 2005 
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PART III – MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 

INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MUSEUM: 
 
The Museum of Science and Technology is the largest and most important museum of its kind in 

Serbia and is a Parent Museum regarding scientific and technological heritage in Serbia, as well 

as a member of several important international museum networks such as the International 

Committee of Museums (ICOM) and the Middle-European Union of Technical Museums 

(MUT).The short but illustrious history of this museum can be summed up in three main phases 

of its development. 
 

THE FIRST PHASE (1989-1999) 

The Museum of Science and Technology was formed after several decades of efforts on 6th 

October 1989 in Belgrade, upon the initiative of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts and 

supported by twelve companies. 

Unlike other museums in Serbia, the Museum of Science and Technology did not have any initial 

collection at the moment of the foundation in 1989. The gathering of objects started at the 

moment of Museum’s foundation with the first piece of inventory, the “Aluminum-Air Battery”. 

It is through sheer dedication and willpower of its curators that the museum’s first exhibition 

“Man and Stone” in October/November 1990 even took place.  

Shortly after the first exhibition, in December of 1990, the Republic of Serbia, upon the decision 

of the Assembly, took over all rights and obligations as co-founder of the Museum of Science 

and Technology. 

One of the necessary steps in the protection of technological cultural assets was the formation of 

a network of technology museums and their information systems. On the initiative of the 

Museum of Science and Technology, the Association of Scientific and Technological Museums 

of Serbia was established in 1991. In 1994 the “Law on Cultural Goods” 27 was voted in 

parliament. This law still provides a legal framework for most of the museum’s work since the 

new version has to yet be brought into accordance with the new comprehensive Law on Culture 

from 2009.   

                                                 
27 www.kultura.gov.rs/dokumenti/ZAKON_O_KULTURI.doc 
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THE SECOND PHASE (1999-2009) 

In July 2003, the Museum of Science and Technology was pronounced as an institution that 

works for the general interest of the Republic of Serbia. Finally, in 2003, state took founder’s 

responsibilities for the museum as by this point most of the 12 founding companies had either 

dissolved or willingly signed the papers relieving them of their rights and responsibilities 

regarding the museum. 

The work of a group of three Museum’s enthusiasts at the beginning of its existence has grown 

over the years to become, today, the work of a business team of twenty one employed experts.  

At the end of 2005, the Museum of Science and Technology received, by the decision of the 

Government of the Republic of Serbia, the building of the first thermo power plant in the city 

area called Dorćol to use as premises. 

 
THE THIRD PHASE (2009-PRESENT) 

In 2008, the new Government was elected and the newly reconstructed Ministry of Culture made 

a list of priorities to solve within the following period 2008-2011. 

The plan included a significant rise in the financing of the cultural sector (more than 1% of the 

State budget), but also some steps towards decentralization, such as the project “Serbia in 

Serbia” where important cultural organizations became guests of smaller towns.  

With the most crucial renovations complete, the Museum finally opened to the public in May 

2010, finally becoming, after more than 20 years since its establishment, a museum that could be 

visited on its own premises without being associated with a specific exhibition event at rented 

space. Its permanent exhibition “2nd Round” has been in place from May to December 2010.  

Unfortunately for the museum, the year 2011 looks even worse than 2010 for cultural 

institutions. The Museum of Science and Technology was taken off the National Investment Plan 

list and, consequently, received 0% of the funds allocated to it. The economy crisis has seriously 

affected museum reconstruction project. The works were supposed to be finished by the end of 

2010, but due to the significant budget costs, the museum reconstruction is still underway with 

no clear indication of when it will be completed. The museum was temporarily closed for 

additional structural repairs earlier this year but has recently been opened up to public again. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: 
 
To better understand the inner workings of the museum it is important to be aware of the 

organizational structure within the institution. This chapter will focus on the organizational 

structure of the museum, decision making processes and the internal division of responsibilities.  

Based on the received documentation and interviews, it was possible to create the organizational 

structure of the Museum even if such a document is not as rigid in practice as it appears on the 

graphs. The Museum of Science and Technology is, as mentioned, a state financed institution; it 

has 21 permanent employees and only a partially developed volunteering system.  

The principal departments according to 3. Rulebook on the organization and systematization 

of jobs28 are common affairs, communications and preservation. 

 

The department of common affairs consists of a head office, financial services, marketing and 

PR and the maintenance services.  

 

The communications department consists of a programming, educational and publishing 

services and a library.  

 

Finally, the conservation department consists of a documentation center, conservation and 

restoration sector, depots, expert sub-departments such as architecture and industrial heritage, 

funds (energy, audio-visual techniques etc.) and a photo lab. 

The Museum covers scientific, research, exhibition, PR, marketing, informational, educational 

and publishing activities. The yearly plan is submitted to the Executive Board, and, subsequently 

to the Ministry of Culture for approval, with additional programs added during the year. 

The organizational structure within the museum is hierarchical in form (as described in the 

museum statute). However, because of shortage of museum staff, a lot of employees are involved 

in multiple departments and sectors at the same time. 

                                                 
28 1.Rulebook on the organization and systematization of jobs, Museum of Science and Technology, 2008  
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According to the director Sonja Zimonjić29, the employees are performing to the full extent of 

their capabilities at the moment but a lot of their energy is wasted on things outside their fields of 

expertise.  

The reason is the fact that they work with minimal financial resources and in situation of 

constant need of additional staff for various non-curatorial duties. 

The chart on the next page shows the entire organizational structure of the museum itself, with 

all the departments and sectors listed. All the services within a department answer to the Chief of 

the Department (the Director’s Assistants) and the Director herself. Within the Departments 

themselves, all the sub-departments and sectors work independently of one another.  

                                                 
29 Interview conducted on the 24th of July 2011 
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 DIRECTOR’S 
ASSISTANT 

COMMON AFFAIRS 
DEPARTMENT 

CONSERVATION 
DEPARTMENT 

COMMUNICATION 
DEPARTMENT 

DIRECTOR’S 
ASSISTANT 

 DIRECTOR’S 
ASSISTANT 

Centre for education 
1. Workshops for children 
2. Educational activities 
 

Programme service 
1. Regular Exhibition 

activities 
2. Lectures 
3. Promotional 

activities 
4. Presentations 
5. Thematic exhibitions 
6. One shot activities: 

Night of the Museums, 
Science Festival, Bazaar, 
Movable exhibitions 
 

Marketing and PR 
division 

1. Media, contacts with 
schools 

2. Shops 

 

 

Publishing activities 
1. Printed publications 
2. Magazines 
3. Catalogues 

Library 
1. Research activity 
2. Scientific activity 
3. Archive 
 

DIRECTOR 

Technical Division 

1. Computer equipment 
2. Heating, air-conditioning 
3. Water, power, electricity      
supply, fire protection 
4. Cleaning services 
5. Security  

Accounting and 
Finances Division 

Head Office Documentation 
Centre 

Depots 

 

Photo Laboratory 

Conservation/ 
Restoration 

Collections/ Funds 
01. Audio/ Video Techniques 
02. Measures and Computing 
03. Communications 
04. Materials and Technology 
05. Machinery and Mechanics 
06. Electricity, Electronics and 
Electro – techniques 
07. Energy – electric power dept 
08. Architecture and Building 
09. Transport and Traffic 
10. Men in technical surrounding 
11. Medicine – Medical Museum 
12. Astronomy/ Geo Sciences 
13. Automatics/ Robotics 
14. Ecology 
15. Industry Heritage 
16. Industrial Design 

 Chart 1: Organizational Structure of the Museum of Science and Technology 
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DECISION MAKING PROCESSES 

The decision making processes in the Museum of Science and Technology can be roughly split 

into internal and external ones. The external decision making processes ( up to the level of the 

director herself) are virtually identical to that of any state-funded museum in Serbia and 

functionally very similar to how city-funded museums such as the Museum of Nikola Tesla 

function, as will be seen in the comparative analysis chapter.  

 

The Government is in charge of electing the director, as well as the Museum’s Supervisory and 

Executive Board. The Supervisory Board oversees the work of the Museum, especially financial 

decisions, but it is the Executive Board that has the final say on all of the major decisions the 

museum makes. For example, the Executive Board reviews and approves yearly plans and passes 

them on to the Ministry of Culture, who then makes a list of all such plans within cultural 

institutions in Serbia and passes it on to the Government for budget approval.  

 

As far as the internal decision making processes are concerned, at the heart is the museum 

director, followed by the three assistants who help with running the three main departments 

within the museum. The director (general manager) is the main decision making body within the 

museum and her responsibilities and duties are elaborated on in the division of responsibilities 

section.  

Within each of the three departments there are separate services sectors, as shown in the 

organizational diagram. In theory, each of those sectors has a person in charge, who reports to 

the Heads of their Department and to the Director herself. In practice, as there are only 21 people 

employed, and most have several responsibilities, the Director communicates directly with her 

staff, most often through informal channels. 

Expert decisions are usually made within the sectors and given as recommendations to the 

director.  

For example, each curator sends a draft of his or her yearly plan of work, including exhibitions 

and/or object acquisitions and director then moulds these into a yearly business policy to be 

submitted to the Executive Board. Decisions regarding the daily functioning of the museum are 

made by the director herself, while major decisions, as already mentioned are under the authority 

of the Executive Board. 
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Chart 2: Decision making processes 

 

MINISTRY 
OF  

CULTURE

MINISTRY 
OF 

SCIENCE

GOVERNMENT

EXECUTIVE BOARD

DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMUNICATION

DEPARTMENT OF 
COMMON AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF 
CONSERVATIONSUPERVISORY 

BOARD

 

The first thing that is immediately obvious when looking at this graph is the level of control the 

government and non-museum staff have through the executive and supervisory boards.   

Practically every major decision in the museum has to be overseen by the supervisory board and 

approved by the executive board. This is typical of state-funded institutions but nevertheless 

hampers the efficiency of the museum’s functioning, as this back-and-forth correspondence can 

significantly slow down the rate of the museum’s acquisitions, exhibitions and all other big 

events that require substantial financial decisions to be made.  The root of the problem here, 

though, lies in the way the museum’s financing budget is structured, but this will be elaborated in 

much more detail in the financial analysis chapter. 
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DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES  

The current statute by which the Museum of Science and Technology is organized has been 

created, with the approval of the Ministry of Culture, by its director in 2008. According to this 

statute, the Museum requires 23 permanent positions for optimal functioning. A new statute for 

2011 is currently waiting on approval from the Government.  

The museum currently employs 21 people and majority of them are, at least partially involved in 

more than one function, depending on the current museum program and its needs. 

The following list contains detailed info on all of the permanently employed staff in the museum 

as well as the names of those employed in the two external bodies, The Supervisory and 

Executive Board. The list differs slightly from the Museum’s organizational structure as there are 

several positions covered by more than one person as well as missing positions on the roster, 

especially in the various expert fields and funds. 

The Executive Board of the Museum is the main decision-making body within the museum and 

has to be consulted by the director for all important decisions such as yearly working plans of the 

museum, financial investments for obtaining new objects etc. This board is also responsible for 

the museum’s statute and, through it, determining the working positions within the museum and 

their requirements (on the director’s recommendations).  It consists of three members outside the 

museum and two from within the institution.  

The Supervisory Board of the Museum is in charge of supervising the museum’s activities, 

especially in regards to the big financial decisions. It is more of a prestigious position than one of 

any real significance on the work of the museum as all of the main decision-making within the 

museum is made by its Executive and not Supervisory Board.  The Supervisory Board consists of 

three members, two outside museum and one from the museum’s own staff.  

The Museum Director Sonja Zimonjić is the central figure in the MST organizational structure. 

As prescribed by the “Law on Actions of Common Interest in the Field of Culture” she 

represents the museum, makes sure it functions under its legal framework and manages all the 

other museum staff, determining, according to the Law their rights and obligations.  
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She also co-ordinates the work of organizational units within the Museum, suggests the basics of 

business policy, yearly working plans and programs and files reports on the museum’s work 

once a year, all this to the Museum’s Executive Board. 

Further, the responsibilities are spread through different departments. Chief of the Conservation 

Department co-ordinates the work of the conservation department,. Head of the Depot 

Organization Services is in charge of organizing the museum depot, Head of Program Activities 

is in charge of the Communication and Programming Department..                                                                                                                   

Museum Secretary/Head of Common Affairs Department is in charge of the Common Affairs 

Head of the Documentation Sector organizes and monitors the work of the documentation center 

and makes record of, collects and displays the museum fund objects while also collecting 

historical sources, archeological, sound, photo and video data. Head of Conservation and 

Restoration  takes care of the state and integrity of the objects in the museum fund. Museum 

Counselor, Head of Industrial Heritage Protection  conducts research and keeps records of 

industrial heritage monuments on the territory of the State. Head of Publishing Department 

prepares and conducts programs within the publishing department; Curator, Editor in Chief of 

“Flogiston Magazine” is in charge of the Flogiston magazine; Chief of Accounting and Finances 

is in charge of the Accounting and Finances Sector. 

The following chapter on finances will more clearly illustrate the problems that the museum 

faces due to the current financing structure and how it affects the dichotomy between the 

museum’s plans and their implementation in practice. 

 
FINANCING SOURCES AND PROGRAMMING ANALYSIS 
 

The Museum of Science and Technology (MST) is a state funded cultural institution. It is 

recognized as valuable and important for Serbia’s cultural life, promotion of science and 

scientific achievements.  The museum is involved in the protection of cultural heritage in 

science, engineering, technology and industry.  

Its main activities are researching, conserving, restoring and exhibiting objects in the 

fields of science and technology on the territory of Serbia.  
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All activities are in line with the objectives established by the Association of Scientific and 

Technical Museums of Serbia and one of the most important tasks of the museum 

according to the director30 is to raise the scientific and technical education among 

population. These objectives were determined upon the formation of the Association in 

1991 and it is clear that they need to be re-evaluated and expanded as the educational 

aspect of the museums’s work is clearly missing. In practice, the museum does conduct a 

solid amount of educational activities but these are not developed enough, as will be shown 

later. 

 

The Museum is almost completely financially dependent of the Ministry of Culture 

(Ministry of Culture, Media and Information Society from March 2011) and partly of the 

Ministry of Science budget. 

Some parts of the program expenses are covered with in-kind support and mutual financing 

with foreign Embassies and other organizations. Each year museum organizes a joint 

Creative Women program, the exhibition co-financed with Swedish Embassy, Swedish 

Museum and Institute.  

Private donations exist as well, generally in the form of various contributions, such as 

books, photos and an assortment of artifacts. There have also been some large-scale 

restoration projects financed outside the state budget (by the municipality and some 

construction companies in Belgrade) but there is a lack of alternative funding sources that 

are not in-kind contributions. 

For its financial transactions, the Museum is responsible only towards the Ministry of 

Culture, Media and Information Society. Every year the Museum submits the annual 

programme and financial report, plan and budget draft for the following year.  

The advantage of this kind of financing is the stability of financing. In this way, the 

organization is not formally obliged to search for extra funds.  

However, this situation puts institutions in a dependent position, with constant need for 

reduction of planned programs. For the year 2010, the Museum of Science and Technology 

obtained only 31, 7% of funds for programme activities from overall financial request to 

Ministry (although this was still more funds than they received in 2009, as seen below). 

                                                 
30 Interview conducted in July 2011 
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Another disadvantage is the lack of Ministry’s clear conditions and evaluating system 

defining which institution gets which percentage of the Government funds and why. Also, 

financing of cultural institutions is not immune to political decisions either.  

Another point is that activities of the Museum are programmed to fit an expected budget 

and are not always created freely and ambitiously. Therefore it is not a surprise that the 

content and quality of the Museum’s programme suffers from such conditions. 

 The information given below shows the high level of the Museum dependence on the 

Ministry of Culture.  

 

All information from the tables shown below is gathered from the interview with the 

Director of the Museum of Science and Technology Sonja Zimonić. Director generously 

allowed the insight into the financial documents for the previous 2009 and 2010 years, as 

well as program plan proposal for 2011. Regrettably, the budget and the financial 

comparison with the years prior to 2009 are not possible as things functioned quite 

differently before moving to new premises. The financial plan for 2011 is still not 

completely finished, so it cannot be used for comparison with 2010 either. Nevertheless, 

the two years presented here give a good indication of the current financial position the 

museum finds itself in. 

 

It is important to note that the museum had received some significant in-kind donations 

from the local municipality and several city construction companies which have helped 

miscellaneous repair work in order to make the museum’s premises more functional. 

These donations are however not kept in the budget reports that the museum files to the 

government and the director was only able to speculate the cost of replacing windows and 

doors for the whole building between 2009 and 2011, whilst having no information on the 

cost of other in-kind donations. In addition, the museum director also managed to secure 

additional funds for the 2011 budget by applying for project financing from the 

Government for the “Serbian Medical Society Restoration Project”, which represents the 

museum’s first project-based financing endeavour, outside its allocated state budget.  
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However, these numbers are not included in the charts as those are based on the museum’s 

annual financial reports from 2009 and 2010, whereas these projects are still on-going 

and/or it is impossible to accurately calculate their cost.  What follows are annual financial 

reports of the Museum of Science and Technology as well as the balance sheets of incomes 

and expenses for 2009 and 2010.  

 

Table 1- the structure of revenues of the Museum of Science and Technology in EURO 

Revenues of the Museum of Science and Technology for 2009 and 2010 in EUR31 

 2009 2010 changes2009/2010 

Ministry of Culture 386.222,79€ 426.581,53€ +9,46% 

Ministry of Science 49.541,09€ 82.960,21€ +40,28% 

Health Insurance Fund refund for sick leave / 2.561,64€ / 

Market contributions 11.534,91€ 1.981,79€ -82,42% 

               -self-generated income  5.939,06€ 1.981,79€ -66,63% 

               -sponsorships 5.214,85€ / / 

TOTAL 446.917,79€ 514.085,17€ +13,07% 

 

Table 2- The structure of revenues of the Museum of Science and Technology in RSD 

Revenues of the Museum of Science and Technology for 2009 and 2010 in RSD.32 

Ministry of Culture 37.031.041,00 45.004.351,00  +17,72% 

Ministry of Science 4.750.000,00 8.752.302,00 +45,73% 

Health Insurance Fund refund for sick leave / 270.253,00  / 

Market contributions 1.069.437,00                         209.079,00                      -80,45% 

                                                 
31 The calculation is based on the average exchange rate for 2009 of 95.88 Dinars for one Euro and for 2010 of   
   105,50 Dinars for one Euro 
32 Republic of Serbia Dinars - the average exchange rate for 2009 of 95.88 Dinars for one Euro and for 2010 of   
   105,50 Dinars for one Euro 
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                  -self-generated income 569.437,00 209.079,00  -63,83% 

                  -sponsorships 500.000,00                             / / 

TOTAL RSD 42.850.478,

00  

54.235.985,

00 

+21% 

 

Tables 1 and 2 show the structure of revenues of the MST in dinars and euros. 

 

 

Table 3 – The structure of financial resources for MST for 2009 and 2010: 

                   Revenues of the Museum of Science and Technology for 2009 

and 2010 in% 

Sources of revenue                           2009                                     2010 

Ministry of Culture 86,41% 82,98% 

Ministry of Science 11,08% 16,13% 

Refund for sick-leave from National  

Health Insurance Fund  

 

/ 

 

0,50% 

Market contributions   

        -self-generated income  1,34% 0,39% 

        -sponsorships 

        -donations and other revenues,  

          In-kind contributions  

          (material, lecturers, etc.) 

1,17% 

 

/ 

0,00% 

TOTAL  100% 100% 
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Table 3 shows the structure of financing of the Museum and its important dependence of the 

Government contributions. As shown, only 0, 39% is self-generated income in 2010, after an 

already small 1, 34% in 2009. Also, sponsorship of 1, 17% in 2009 has been completely reduced 

in 2010, where all received sponsorships and donations were an in-kind contribution (material, 

lecturers, items and guest exhibitions).  Table 4 shows this information in more detail: 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 – The Income statement for MST for 2009 and 2010 

                                                 
33 Republic of Serbia Dinars 
34 Ibid 

In percentage  

Resources of financing                                                2009 (RSD)33                     

2010(RSD)34                                         

Ministry of Culture 37.031.041,00                 45.004.351,00                

Ministry of Science 4.750.000,00                    8.752.302,00                   

Assembly of the city of Belgrade  /                                           / 

Sub Total: Government contributions  41.781.041                       53.756.653,00                  

International funds and grants    /                                            / 

Individual donations   /                                           / 

Other(Refund for sick-leave)    /                                    270.253,00                      

Sub Total: Other contributions     /                                     270.253,00                     
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This table shows, in concrete figures, the dependence of the MST on Government funds, 

specifically those provided by its founder, the Ministry of Culture.  

It shows that Government funding from both Ministries increased significantly in 2010, while 

market contributions dropped from an already low value in 2009. The sick-leave contributions 

make up another small portion of the museum’s extra funds in 2010, compared to 2009. 

 

Table 5 – The Income statement for MST for 2009 and 2010 

Sources of financing in 

percentage 

2009 2010 Difference 

2009/2010 

Ministry of Culture 86,41%               82,98%    -3.43% 

Ministry of Science 11,08%                                  16,13% +5.05% 

Assembly of the city of / / / 

Sponsorships 500.000,00                            / 

Business supports     /                                          /  

Self generated income-Sales (tickets, 

services, product sale, etc)  

569.437,00                      209.079,00                     

Sub Total: Market contributions  1.069.437,00                     209.079,00                      

TOTAL 42.850.478,00                   54.235.985,00               

Total expenses  42.850.478,00                   54.235.985,00               

Income gap / Surplus (Gross profit) 0                                           0 

Non taxable amount of profit (Serbia)  /                                             / 

Profit Tax 10%  /                                             / 

Net profit 0                                           0 
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Belgrade 

Sub Total: Government 

contributions  

97,49%                                  99,11% +1.62% 

International funds and 

grants  

/ / / 

Individual donations / / / 

Other(Refund for sick-

leave)  

/ 0,50% / 

Sub Total: Other 

contributions  

/ 0,50% / 

Sponsorships 1,17%                                      / / 

Business supports  / / / 

Sales (tickets, services, 

product sale, etc.) 

1,34%                                    0,39% -0.95% 

Sub Total: Market 

contributions  

2,51%                                    0,39% -2,12% 

TOTAL 100% 100% / 

Total expenses  100% 100% / 

Income gap / Surplus 

(Gross profit) 

0% 0% / 

Non taxable amount of 

profit (Serbia) 

/ / / 

Profit Tax 10% / / / 
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Net profit 0 0 / 

Table 5 shows some interesting tendencies. Although the Ministry of Culture actually  

increased its funding of the MST in 2010, the overall amount of its share of funding dropped 

slightly as the museum received nearly double the funds of 2009 from the Ministry of Science. 

As already mentioned, the dismal market contributions in 2009 further plummeted in 2010, 

enforcing the idea that the museum cannot rely in almost any capacity on these funding 

sources.  

Table 6 – The Income statement for MST for 2009 and 2010 

Resources of financing in 

percentage 

2009 

 

2010 

 

Changes 

2009/2010 

Government contributions 97,49%   99,11% +22% 

Other contributions / 0,50% / 

Market contributions 2,51%                                    0,39% -80,45% 

 

This table most clearly shows the level of dependence on state funds that MST has and that 

there is no resource diversification strategy employed. The museum only utilized the resources 

of an additional ministry at the republic level, while the resources from the budget of the City 

of Belgrade remained completely unused. The museum was financially far better off in 2010 

than in 2009. 

Despite the effects of the financial crisis, which hit Serbia hardest in 2010, the museum 

received 22% more resources from the Government in this year than in 2009.Both the Ministry 

of Culture and Ministry of Science provided more resources to the Museum in 2010, which 

earned 28%percentage more revenue than in 2009. This can be easily explained if we consider 

that the Museum’s running and programming expenses drastically increased in 2010 as well.  

Although the museum was granted premises in August 2009, due to various structural repairs 

and other preparations, the opening of the permanent public exhibition (and therefore, the 

official opening of the museum to the public) had to wait until May 2010. The least income 

comes from Other contributions in both observed years. Changes in percentage for Other 

contributions in 2010 comparing with 2009 seams huge, but in reality that was refund for sick 
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–leave, which those not represent something (like international funds, grants, donations) 

Museum should count of as a source of financing. 

The situation is most alarming concerning Market Contributions, where Museum experiences a 

reduction of finances in 2010 comparing with 2009 of 80,45%. In order to improve this 

statistic, the museum must come up with a strategy to find alternative financing, including 

donations, fund-raising and audience development, commercial and non-commercial 

sponsorships etc. 

 

Table 7 – The structure of MST expenses for 2009 and 2010 

Expenses from the resources granted  

from Government,  

Other sources and Market Contributions                     

Amount  

(2009) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Amount 

(2010) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Personal expenses 19.933.607,00 

 

46,75% 20.383.569,00                            37,58% 

1.Salaries 16.319.506,00 

 

38,08% 16.352.336,00                           30,15% 

2.Taxes 2.921.189,00 

 

6,82% 2.927.068,00                             5,40% 

3.Travel expenses for employees 

 

552.912,00 

 

1,29% 652.912,00                                1,20% 

4.Other expenses for employees 240.000,00 

 

0,56% 450.253,00                                     0,83% 

Material, running expenses and  

marketing expenses 

8.788.479,00 

 

20,51% 10.739.937,00                            

 

19,79% 

Material and running expenses 4.807.911,00 11,22% 

 

6.943.418,05                             12,79% 

Marketing expenses 3.980.568,00 

 

9,29% 3.796.518,95                              7,00% 

Program expenses 9.393.038,00` 

 

21,92% 16.412.479,00                             30,08% 

Capital expenses 4.735.354,00 

 

11,05% 6.700.000,00                              12,55% 

Total  42.850.478,00                        100% 54.235.985,00 100% 
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MSN expenditure structure represents expenditures mostly from the resources granted from 

Government, as Market contributions are very low and there is no clear documentation on 

expenditures from those resources.  

 

In 2010 the Museum officially opened its permanent exhibition to the public. Although some 

essential repairs have been done by this point, a lot more remained unfinished and this meant 

additional costs. Having permanent premises also meant running costs and upkeep of the 

Museum increased considerably. Finally, the biggest source of expenses was a significantly 

increased programming scheme in 2010. 

 

FINANCIAL RATIOS FOR MST in 2009 and 2010 

 

1.   Market income ratio  

Market income ratio = market income / total income x 100 

2009 

Market income ratio = 1.069.437 /42.850.478 x 100 

Market income ratio = 2,51  

2010 

Market income ratio = 209.079 /54.235.985 x 100 

Market income ratio = 0, 39  

Market income ratio is an indicator that measures the market orientation of cultural organization 

as well as trends in current financial policy.  

This ratio was significantly higher in 2009 then 2010. That could be explained by late effects of 

economic crisis. MST is absolutely not market oriented and depends completely on the State 

financing. As will be shown below, the market income ratio for the museum is entirely derived 

from the ticket sales and the museum shop as those are the only sources of self-generated market 

income for the museum.  Due to the fact the museum had constant problems with infrastructure, 

the new public exhibition had to be closed several times during the year. Additionally, the 

exhibition was poorly marketed and did not manage to reach the audience adequately. This, 

combined with the effect of the financial crisis on the average visitor’s wallet meant that the 
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museum did not capitalize on the new permanent exhibition and the number of visitors 

effectively decreased compared to 2009 instead of increasing, as would be expected. 

 

2. Sales income ratio  

Sales income ratio = sales revenues / total income x 100 

2009 

Sales income ratio = 569.437/42.850.478 x 100 

Sales income ratio = 1, 34 

2010 

Sales income ratio = 209.079/54.235.985 x 100 

Sales income ratio = 0, 39 

Sales income ratio measures the earning power of a cultural organization. The percent of 

revenues that are generated through selling tickets and through Museum’s shop (publications, 

souvenirs, coffee shop etc) in 2010 was 0, 39% which is a truly insignificant percentage, and 

more than three times smaller than the already small number in 2009 (this can easily be 

explained when taking into consideration the museum was closed to the public for long periods 

of time in 2010, but even the number from 2009 is worryingly low). The museum clearly needs 

to come up with a strategy to increase self-generated funds.  

 

3. Fundraising income ratio for MST  

Fundraising income ratio = donations/ total income x 100 

2009  

Fundraising income ratio = 500.000/42.850.478 x 100 

Fundraising income ratio = 1,17 

2010 

Fundraising income ratio = 0 /54.235.985 x 100 

Fundraising income ratio = 0 

The fundraising income ratio indicates cultural organization’s power for fundraising and 

cooperation with business sector or donators. The Museum of Science and Technology does not 

have a fundraising policy and haven’t achieved any income of this type in 2010, although 
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fundraising income ratio in 2009 was 1, 17. The situation with negative fundraising income ratio 

in 2010 was recognized by Museum’s management and is planned to be improved in 2011.  

This is one of the main areas for further development of the Museum, as without a good strategy 

for finding alternative income sources, whether through self-generated income or fundraising and 

donations, the museum will continue to be nearly 100% dependent on the Government which 

will mean further confinement to the limits imposed by one year budget plans and financial cuts. 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS 

 

1. Efficiency index of MST for 2009 and 2010 

Efficiency index = total revenue / total costs 

2009 

Efficiency index = 42.850.478 /42.850.478   

Efficiency index = 1 

2010 

Efficiency index = 54.235.985 / 54.235.985 

Efficiency index = 1 

The Efficiency index is an indicator which shows the financial vitality of the cultural institution. 

In the case of The Museum of Science and Technology, this indicator is 1 in 2009 and 2010, 

which represents the optimal value. It means that revenues cover all expenses, that all the funds 

are spent and that the management succeeded not to surmount the accorded budget.  

When looking at the original (and ambitious) working plans for these two years and how the 

ending budget and approved activities looked like it is clear that every year the museum has been 

forced to make do with however much funds they were granted in order to keep the museum 

running without overstepping their budgetary constraints. This meant that a lot of the 

programming activities had to be cut, severely reducing the museum’s yearly activities. 

 

2. Self-sustainability index I of MST for 2009 and 2010 

Self-sustainability index I = market resources / costs  

2009 

Self-sustainability index I = 1.069.437 / 42.850.478   

Self-sustainability index I = 0.025 
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2010 

Self-sustainability index I = 209.079 /54.235.985  

Self-sustainability index I = 0.004 

The Self-sustainability index I measures the changes, progress and identifies the trend lines in 

financial performances of a cultural institution.  

The Self-sustainability index I of the Museum of Science and Technology is on the similar level 

(insufficient) with other cultural institutions in Serbia, according to the data from the Statistical 

Office of the Republic of Serbia. The already low number from 2009 further decreased in 2010 

showing that the museum is thoroughly incapable of sustaining itself.  

This however is no surprise, as it is the case with every other public museum, not just in Serbia. 

The part that is worrying is just how small the museum’s contributions are to its own upkeep. 

 

3. Self-sustainability index II of MST for 2009 and 2010 

Self-sustainability index II = market resources / running and programme expenses 

2009 

Self-sustainability index II = 1.069.437 / 14.200.949, 00 

Self-sustainability index II = 0.075 

2010 

Self-sustainability index II = 209.079 / 23.355.897, 05 

Self-sustainability index II = 0.00 

The Self-sustainability index II is an indicator for the operative financial performances. The Self-

sustainability index II for the Museum of Science and Technology is insufficient, with a further 

decline in 2010.  

Although a negative trend due to the financial crisis could be expected, if the museum’s staff 

increases the museum’s market resources, it could lead to positive results in the future. 

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS MATRIX 

STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES 

 

- Stable financing by the State  

- Sustainable financial system 

 

- Dependence on one major source of financing 

  (The Ministry of Culture) 
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- Support from different Ministries 

- Support from Serbian Academy of  

   Sciences and Arts 

- Support and good cooperation with the 

  diplomatic cores (possible source of  

  Financing?) 

-Large number of donors (artifacts,  

  books, etc) – individual donations 

- Adequate space available for services  

  expansion  as well as for renting 

- Exclusivity of MST programme 

- Co-productions 

- Staff working towards more sponsorships 

- Staff somewhat aware of the need for  

  better fund-raising 

- Good pricing policy (encouraging group,  

family and educational visits) 

- Non flexible financing system - as a 

 budgetary     institution, every change in  

expenses structure has to be approved 

- No diversification of financial resources 

- No fundraising policies 

- No long-term financial plan and strategy 

- Absence of market orientation 

- Low and not growing own resources 

- Large investment costs for the renewing of  

the interior of the Museum (especially ground 
t floor) – overly big running expenses 

-Not enough educational and interactive  

Programs, especially those targeted at specific 

target groups 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

- Creating a resource diversification  

strategy and mapping out a list of potential 

additional sources of income 

- Applying for EU projects and grants 

- Applying for projects financed within the 

  State as well as finding other project-based  

financing avenues of income 

- Establishing new or strengthening  

existing strategic partnerships with various  

stakeholders in the country, region, Europe  

and worldwide interested in the fields the  

museum has collections in (science, 

technology, medicine): 

 

- General stagnation and decline of financing of 

  Culture 

- Being taken off the list for the National  

  Investment Plan for 2011 (NIP) 

- Especially strong reduction in  

   financing of the programme activities   

 

- Dependence on regular visitors 

- Non optimal number of visitors during  

the year and compared to special events  

(Night of the Museums) 

- General lack of activity of Museums in Serbia 
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1. Business partners such as technology 

            manufacturers (Gorenje, EI Nis, 

            Sony, Apple) 

2. Educational institutions such as  

universities, institutes, student  

organizations, for which the museum 

can be a great research partner 

3. Local communities, with whom  

the museum can participate in  

many projects, for example projects 

 regarding the reconstruction of  

industrial heritage (these can be  

regional projects involving other 

countries as well) 

- Cooperation with countries (directly or  

trough embassies and cultural centres) 

- Participation in even more cultural 

  manifestations such as Days of Belgrade,  

Universiade, Night of The Museums, etc. 

- Unique programme of MST 

- Influence on fundraising policy of cultural  

   institutions in Serbia 

- Development of cultural tourism 

- Network of financial and in-kind  partners 

- Possibility to transform public of special  

events, with great interest and number of  

visitors (e.g. Science Fair) into  

regular public of the MST 

- Possibility to generate more income from  

guests visits (including the additional  

spending – such as interesting promo  

makes a poor and not attractive image of  

museums in general  (dust, inadequate  

maintenance, old settings etc) 

- Insufficient media space  
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material, souvenirs, café…) 

- Potential of MST building space  

 for different activities (souvenir shop, café) 

 

The financing is one of the most important and at the same time most problematical issues, 

concerning the Museum of Science and Technology (MST). Although the museum has gained 

some significant funds outside the budget in restoring its premises with in-kind contributions 

from the municipality and several city companies, the only project-based funding they have so 

far received is 1.2m dinars from the Government for the “Serbian Medical Society Restoration 

Project” in 2011, in which the museum will undertake the project of conservation and 

restoration of the items in the Serbian Medical Society fund.  In the current transitional period, 

the museums will have to adapt themselves their way of functioning to modern trends sooner 

than expected and this is particularly true when financial matters are concerned.  

 

Plans for attracting the donors as well as other forms of increasing self-generated income do 

exist within the MST, according to Museum’s Director, but for the time being, due to legal 

obstacles and the world economic crisis, such plans as a program for 2011 are not financially 

feasible and have to be postponed. 

 The second problem is that the Serbian legal system still does not provide sufficient tax-

deductions or other financial incentives to stimulate private investment in the cultural field, 

which further complicates matters when trying to find financing from private sources.  

 

To summarize the MST: 

- Does not possess a financial policy outside the Government budgeting 

- Does not have a solid plan for finding alternative sources of funding, including, but not 

limited to self-generated income, community and commercial fundraising, donations, 

sponsorships etc. 
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- It has an almost symbolic income from ticket sales and the museum shop (less than 1%) – need 

to diversify self-generated funds but also attract more audience – audience development 

strategies should be a priority as well. 

 
 
 
 
PART IV – NIKOLA TESLA MUSEUM 
 
INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MUSEUM: 

The Museum of Nikola Tesla is a unique institution, not only in the cultural and scientific  

framework of Serbia, but on an international level too. It is the only museum in the world which 

is focused on the work and life of Nikola Tesla, as well as the only museum to contain such a 

wealth of personal items, sketches, patents and even ashes of the great scientist and inventor. As 

such, it is a very special institution and attracts a lot of local, as well as international visitors 

every year, purely on the merit of its distinctiveness and exclusivity.   

The museum’s nearly sixty year old history can roughly be summed up in seven major phases, 

which are detailed on the following page. 

1943-1955  

After Nikola Tesla's death in New York on January 7, 1943, the FBI instructed the Office of 

Alien Property to take possession of his papers and property. Acting on the advice of the 

presidential advisory group, J. Edgar Hoover confiscated Tesla's personal belongings and the 

case was declared as "top secret”. The reasoning was simple – Tesla’s various mysterious 

inventions, sketches and diagrams were not fully understood at the time and there was some 

concern as to their potential applications in advancing military technology and even weaponry.  

It was only thanks to the extraordinary persistence and effort of Tesla's nephew, Sava Kosanović  

that this veritable cultural and scientific goldmine of artifacts was not lost to the Yugoslav 
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people. As legal guardian and administrator of Tesla's property, Mr. Kosanović started a long 

and arduous collection process of Tesla's huge heritage. 

His ultimate goal was to transfer his uncle’s possessions to his homeland, educating Serbia and 

all of Yugoslavia on the importance of recognizing and remembering the genius of the man who 

brought to mankind the alternating electrical current and many other technological marvels. 

This dream was finally realized in September of 1951, when the complete collection of Tesla’s 

belongings was brought to Serbia to be kept at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Belgrade.   

In July of the same year, the Museum of Nikola Tesla was officially opened. The museum was 

founded by the Government of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia. 

That period marks the work of classification, documenting archival materials, cataloguing 

Tesla’s personal library and preparing a permanent exhibition, 

 

1955-1969  

On October 20, 1955, the permanent collection of the Museum was finally opened to the public.  

In 1958 the museum prepared its first exhibition outside the museum walls, participating at the 

World EXPO International Fair in Brussels.  

 

1969-1982  

The year 1969 marks the transition of the museum from a state-founded and financed institution 

into a museum directly under the city’s patronage and jurisdiction, which it remained ever since. 

The city of Belgrade took up founder’s duties and obligations, which, of course, includes the 

financial responsibilities towards the museum. This detail will be very important when 

comparing it with the Museum of Science and Technology in the comparative analysis chapter.  

 

1982-1990  

Further building restorations were made, and by a decision of the City Assembly, the building 

was declared a monument of culture in 1987.  During the late eighties, a computer program 

named “D-base 4" was created to automate the archiving processes, which, at this point, still 

haven’t been entirely completed.  
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1991-1999)  

This period was marked by a deep crisis, both internally and externally, especially in the first 

couple of years. Externally, much like every other institution in Serbia the museum was faced 

with the break-up of former Yugoslavia, wars in Bosnia and Kosovo, followed by international 

sanctions and a drastic decrease in living standards in Serbia. 

This situation reflected poorly on the inner workings of the museum – while the financing of the 

museum itself was always a minor part of the cultural expenses of the City Council of Belgrade 

and wouldn’t be seriously affected by the crisis, a bigger problem was that suddenly the museum 

was virtually cut off from a large portion of ex-Yugoslav audiences. 

 

2000-2006 

This was a period of big changes for the museum both internally and externally. Socio-political 

climate in the country changed with the fall of the Milošević regime in October of 2000 and 

there seemed to be an influx of fresh new energy across the country.  

In October 2003, the complete Nikola Tesla archive in the museum was placed under 

UNESCO’s protection in the “Memory of the World” register. 

  

2006-2011 

The micro-filming and digitalization processes were, after more than 50 years finally finished by 

the end of 2008. The serious problem regarding collection preservation was addressed with a 

solution from Tesla himself: air conditioning of storage chambers based on his never-patented air 

pump prototypes. In addition, a new small conservation lab was created. 

In the period between 2006 and 2007, the museum held over 50 exhibitions in the country and 

abroad, as well as producing 20 expert and popular publications.  
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: 
 

This chapter will focus on the hierarchical organization within the Museum of Nikola Tesla, the 

decision making processes within it and, finally, the internal division of responsibilities.  
 

The Museum of Nikola Tesla was founded as a state museum in 1952 by the Government of the 

Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia. It remained a state-funded museum until 1969, when 

the City Assembly of Belgrade took on the founder’s responsibilities, effectively making it a city 

museum, which it has remained till today. As the founder, and according to the latest museum 

statute (12.23.2010.), The City Assembly of Belgrade (now City Secretariat for Culture) is 

responsible for appointing the museum’s director, Supervisory and Governing Board. 

 

It can be tricky determining the organizational structure within a museum with so few 

employees. The Museum of Nikola Tesla is, as mentioned, a city financed institution and has 

eight permanent employees and a semi-developed part-time and volunteering system.  

 

A rough division of departments, according to the statute, would be secretariat, accounting and 

finance, archive, museological and technical collections, library.  There is also an IT sector, 

the secretariat is in charge of the gift shop and organizing exhibition guides while the 

museological and technical collections department are in charge of organizing exhibitions and 

handling publishing duties. Archive and library departments, are obviously concerned with 

preserving Tesla’s material legacy and the IT sector with the museum’s web presentation. 

 

The organizational structure within the museum is hierarchical in form (as described in the 

museum statute).  Because of the small number of people employed in the museum, several of 

them are involved in many departments at once (for example, the library and archives), and the 

museum also has part-time staff hired in several fields (maintenance, IT sector).  
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Chart 3 Organizational structure of the Nikola Tesla Museum 
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DECISION MAKING PROCESSES: 

As previously mentioned, the fundamental decision-making structures in the Museum of Nikola 

Tesla and the Museum of Science and Technology are virtually identical. Although the founders 

and benefactors of the two museums are not the same (the City Assembly and Republic Ministry 

of Culture, namely), they both follow a certain pattern, very similar to how a lot of public 

museums across Europe function. 

The founder (in the case of the Nikola Tesla Museum - The City Secretariat for Culture), 

together with the City Secretariat for Culture, appoints the museum’s director, Supervisory and 

Executive Board. Every proposal that coming from various sectors within the museum, the 

deputy director or even the director himself has to be submitted to the Museum's main operating 

bodies: firstly, the director, and then the Executive and, in some cases, Supervisory Board. 

While the meetings of the Museum's staff are held on a daily basis, because it is a small working 

collective that acts as a unified team, the meetings with the Governing board are usually carried 

out once or twice in three months and with the Supervisory board once or twice per year. 

The City Secretariat for Culture in accordance with the Assembly of the City of Belgrade always 

has the final say on all decisions of importance to the museum. The director can make some of 

the minor decisions by himself (ex. decisions regarding staff expertise required), but all the 

major financial and programming decisions have to be approved by the Executive Board, and in 

the case of major financial decisions, by the Supervisory Board as well.   

Although Nikola Tesla's Museum is a small museum with only a handful of employees, the 

specificity of the collection it holds makes it a very complex institution to run.  Its entire 

collection consists of Tesla’s legacy - unique objects of unprecedented scientific, technological 

and cultural value. Therefore, when it comes to the decision making processes, the governing 

bodies, not only have to respect the global Law on Culture and other specific laws, but also the 

provisions and working standards of the "parent institutions" such as the Archive of Serbia, 

National Library of Serbia, but also the National Museum and, of course, the Museum of Science 

and Technology. 
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CHART4. NTM DECISION MAKING PROCESS  
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DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES  

 

The museum’s Rulebook on internal organization and systematization of working positions 

(statute) represents the basis for the current organizational structure and division of 

responsibilities within the museum. In accordance with the Labour Law35 and a collective 

agreement between cultural institutions under the jurisdiction of the Assembly of the City of 

Belgrade, clearly defined the number and type of positions needed for the optimal functioning of 

the museum. Those were, namely: director, deputy director, secretary, 2 curators 

(museological collections and technological exhibits), archivist, accountant, technician and 

support staff (maintenance, souvenirs, tickets, publications). In addition, the statute allowed 

the possibility of hiring external associates on a temporary basis to help in realizing individual 

projects, as per the director’s instructions. 

In practice, there are presently 9 permanent job positions (the director, the deputy director, the 

secretary, 2 curators, the archivist, the accountant, the custodial engineer and the janitor). The 

museum also works with two part-time associates: IT technician and an exhibition technician. 

The Executive Board is selected by the Belgrade City Secretariat for Culture and consists of 

three members. Two of these are professionals outside the museum and one is a member of the 

museum staff directly involved with the programming sector and chosen based on a proposal 

from the institution. The main duties of the executive board are preparing the museum’s statute 

(including overseeing the systematization of working positions), determining the main working 

and development policies, planning and reviewing yearly programming plans, approving and 

monitoring the budget, signing contracts and, most importantly nominating the director of the 

institution.  

The Supervisory Board is also elected the museum founder, although it consists of only two 

people, one outside and one from within the museum. Its duties are to oversee and monitor the 

working processes of the museum, checking yearly financial and programming reports of the 

institution and notifying the director and the executive board of its findings. In practice, it’s 

function is more prestigious than functional, as all the main decisions are made by the Executive 

Board with the help of the museum director.   
                                                 
35 Službeni glasnik RS br.24/05 and 61/05 
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The Museum Director is, internally, the central figure within the museum, acting as a general 

manager and coordinator of all activities within the institution. His responsibilities are to 

represent the Museum in the media, cultural events, public discussions etc; to suggest, monitor 

and approve all of its projects and activities; to be in charge of the finances and the coordination 

of the personnel and file financial, programming and staff reports to the executive board and 

finally to ensure that the museum operates within the legal framework of the law and its own 

internal statute. The Director is elected by the City Secretariat for Culture and for his activities 

responds only to the Executive Board and the Assembly. 

The Deputy Director - is in charge of assisting the director with various tasks, including 

development of programming activities; The Secretary – is responsible for monitoring all the 

working laws and regulations, managing contracts inside and outside the Museum (including 

staff contracts); The Curators are responsible for the management of the museum’s collections. 

The Archivist deals with the preservation, processing, documenting and adequate use of the 

archive materials. The Accountant (Economist) takes care of the financial matters within the 

museum.  

 

FINANCING SOURCES AND PROGRAMMING ANALYSIS 

 
The Museum of Nikola Tesla is a city-funded institution. As with most public institutions, the 

Museum of Nikola Tesla (NTM) is very financially dependent on its founder. Despite the fact the 

museum is far from being self-sufficient it is worth noting that it does possess a much higher 

percentage of self-generated income than most public institutions, such as the Museum of 

Science and Technology (MST).  

 

Nevertheless, there is very little thought put into fundraising and audience development, the 

museum staff relying on the uniqueness of the museum’s offer to guarantee a steady flow of 

visitors. As further analysis will show, this “strategy” does work but with a properly developed 

plan for fund-raising and audience development, the museum could further increase self-

generated funds and reduce reliance on public funds. 
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For its financial transactions, the Museum is responsible only towards the Belgrade City 

Secretariat of Culture (formerly City Assembly of Belgrade). Every year the Museum 

submits the annual programme and financial report, plan and budget draft for the following 

year. As mentioned in the MST chapter, this structure of financing has the advantage of 

stability under regular working conditions, as the museum staff isn’t obliged to search for 

additional funds to keep its core functionality. However, it is not only dangerous in times of 

financial crisis but also stifles creativity, as the museum staff is unable to create long-term 

plans and instead have to think on a yearly programming/budget basis. 

 

To better compare the two museums, the financial analysis for the NTM also covers a 

period of two years, between 2009 and 2010. 

 

Table 10- The structure of revenues of the Museum of Nikola Tesla in EURO 

Revenues of the Museum of Nikola Tesla for 2009 and 2010 in EUR36 

 2009 2010 changes2009/2010 

Ministry of Culture / /  

Ministry of Science / /  

City secretariat for culture 227.912,65€ 163.807,54€ -28,13% 

Market contributions 41.181,19€ 63.184,45€ +65,17% 

                   Self-generated income  41.181,19€ 63.184,45€  

                   Sponsorships/Donations etc. / /  

TOTAL 269093,84€ 226991,99€ -15,65% 

 

 

 

                                                 
36 The calculation is based on the average exchange rate for 2009 of 95.88 Dinars for one Euro and for 2010 of   
   105,50 Dinars for one Euro 
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Table 11- The structure of revenues of the Museum of Nikola Tesla in RSD 

Revenues of the Museum of Nikola Tesla for 2009 and 2010 in RSD.37 

 2009 2010 Changes 

2009/2010 

Ministry of Culture / /  

Ministry of Science / /  

City secretariat for culture 21.852.265,03 17.281.696,00 -21% 

Market contributions 3.948.453,00 6.665.964,00 +59,23% 

                  Self-generated income 3.948.453,00 6.665.964,00  

                  Sponsorships/Donations etc. / /  

TOTAL 25.800.718,

28 

23.947.660,0

0 

-17,18% 

 

Table 12 – The structure of financial resources for NTM for 2009 and 2010 

                   Revenues of the Museum of Nikola Tesla for 2009 and 2010 in% 

Sources of revenue                                  2009                               2010 

Ministry of Culture / / 

Ministry of Science / / 

City secretariat for culture 85,0% 72,2% 

Market contributions   

                                                 
37 Republic of Serbia Dinars - the average exchange rate for 2009 of 95.88 Dinars for one Euro and for 2010 of   
   105,50 Dinars for one Euro 
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                  Self-generated income  15% 27,8% 

                  Sponsorships/Donations etc. / / 

TOTAL  

In percentage 

100% 100% 

 

Table 12 clearly shows the museum’s dependence on city funding. Nevertheless, it also shows an 

interesting trend, as the museum nearly doubled its’ self-generated funds between 2009 and 

2010, reaching nearly 30% of the overall yearly budget for 2010. It also shows that the museum 

has not received any donations or sponsorships in these two years, relying exclusively on city 

and self-generated funds through the museum shop, publications and ticket sales. 

 

Table 13 – The Income statement for NTM for 2009 and 2010 

                                                 
38 Republic of Serbia Dinars 
39 Ibid 

Sources of financing                            2009 (RSD)38                                     

2010(RSD)39                                         

Ministry of Culture /                                                        / 

Ministry of Science /                                                        / 

Assembly of the city of 

Belgrade 

21.852.265,03                                  

17.281.696,00 

Sub Total: Government 

contributions  

21.852.265,03                                    

17.281.696,00 

International funds and 

grants  

/                                                        / 

Individual donations /                                                        / 

Other(Refund for sick-leave)  /                                                        / 
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This table shows, in concrete figures, the dependence of the museum on city funding. It also 

shows that the public funding dropped more than the museum’s self-generated funds increased 

and thus the museum had a nearly 2 million RSD smaller budget. During both years, these were 

the only sources of the museum’s funding, with the museum receiving no sponsorships, 

donations or other contributions. The following table shows this in percentages. 

Table 14 – The Income statement for NTM for 2009 and 2010 

Sub Total: Other 

contributions  

/                                                        / 

Sponsorships /                                                        / 

Business support  /                                                        / 

Self-generated income/Sales 

(tickets, services, publishing, 

museum shop) 

3.948.453,25                                    

6.665.964,00 

Sub Total: Market 

contributions  

3.948.453,25                                      

6.665.964,00 

TOTAL 25.800.718,28                                    

23.947.660,00 

Total expenses  25.800.718,28                                    

23.947.660,00  

Income gap / Surplus (Gross 

profit) 

0                                                        0 

Non taxable amount of profit (Serbia)  /                                                           / 

Profit Tax 10%  /                                                           / 

Net profit 0                                                         0 
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Sources of financing in 

percentage 

2009 2010 Difference 

2009/2010 

Ministry of Culture / /  

Ministry of Science / /  

Assembly of the city of Belgrade 84,70% 72,16% -12,8% 

Sub Total: Government 

contributions  

84,70% 72,16% -12,8% 

International funds and grants  / /  

Individual donations / /  

Other(Refund for sick-leave)  / /  

Sub Total: Other contributions  0 0  

Sponsorships / /  

Business supports  / /  

Sales (tickets, services, product 

sale, etc  

15,30% 27,84% +12,8% 

Sub Total: Market contributions  15,30% 27,84% +12,8% 

TOTAL 100% 100%  

Total expenses  100% 100%  

Income gap / Surplus (Gross 

profit) 

/ /  

Non taxable amount of profit 

(Serbia) 

/ /  

Profit Tax 10% / / / 
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Net profit 0 0 / 

 

The museum’s self-generated income increased by the exact same percentage as the public 

funding of the museum decreased. However, since the museum’s self-generated funds were 

much smaller than those granted by the founder to begin with, this increase still leaves the 

museum with less funds in 2009 than 2010, as other factors remained unchanged. 

Table 15 – The Income statement for NTM for 2009 and 2010 

Resources of financing in 

percentage 

2009 

 

2010 

 

% of total expenditures 

changes 2009/2010 

Government (City) contributions 84,70%  72,16% -21,00% 

Other contributions / / / 

Market contributions 15,30%                                    27,84% +40,77% 

 

The museum was financially better off in 2009 than 2010. The government funds dropped by 

one fifth in 2010 but the museum also significantly increased its self-generated income.  

The other contributions remain completely non-existent. The financial crisis obviously affected 

the museum although it is interesting to note that it was able to nearly double its self-generated 

income during this period.  

 

Table 16– The structure of NTM Total city expenses for 2009 and 2010 

Expenses from the resources 

 granted from Government,  

 (total city expenses) 

Amount  

(2009) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Amount 

(2010) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Personal expenses 6.873.465,00 26,7% 7.064.840,00 29,5% 

1.Salaries 5.829.914,00  5.992.225,00  

2.Taxes 1.043.551,00  1.072.615,00  
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3.Travel expenses for employees /  /  

4.Other expenses for employees /  /  

Material, running expenses and  

marketing expenses 

6.223.911,00 24,2% 7.344.960,00 30,7% 

Material and running expenses 5.924.942,00 

+298.969,00 

23% 

1,2% 

7.060.610,00 

+284.350,00 

29,5% 

1,2% 

Marketing expenses /    

Program expenses 8.754.888,10 34% 2.871.896,00 12% 

Capital expenses /    

Total  21.852.265,03 85% 17.281.696,00 72,2% 

 

 

Table 17 – The structure of NTM Total self-generated expenses for 2009 and 2010 

Expenses from the  

Market Contributions                     

Amount  

(2009) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Amount 

(2010) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Personal expenses 1.575.030,62 6,1% 1.828.844,00 7,6% 

1.Salaries 1.575.030,62  1.575.030,62 7,6% 

2.Taxes /  /  

3.Travel expenses for employees /  /  

4.Other expenses for employees /  /  

Material, running expenses and  

marketing expenses 

2.050.206,00 8,02% 4.226.004,00 17,65% 
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Material and running expenses 1.889.795.00 

+160.411.74 

7,32% 

0,7% 

3.892.505,00 

+333.499,00 

16,25% 

1,4% 

Marketing expenses /  /  

Program expenses 323.215,00 1,25% 611.116,00 2,55% 

Capital expenses /  /  

Total  3.948.453,25 15% 6.665.964,00 27,8% 

 

The list of expenditures of the NTM has been split into tables 16 and 17, the first showing the 

percentage of museum expenditures stemming from funds granted by the city, and the 2nd those 

that come from the museum's own resources. This was done as the self-generated funds from the 

museum are much more significant when compared to the MST and can rightfully be considered 

as a meaningful part of the NTM's budget.  

In 2009, as shown on Table 16, the programming expenses are the largest expenditure from 

goverment-granted resources (34% of the overall museum budget), followed by personal 

(26.7%) and running expenses (24.2%) Self-generated funds, as shown on Table 17 are mostly 

spent on running expenses, those constituting 8,02% of the overall budget with 6.1% being 

allocated to personal expenses and only 1.25% to programming expenses.  

This comes to roughly 35% of the overall museum budget being spent on programming 

expenses, 32% on running and material expenses and 33% on personal expenses. 

In 2010 the material and running expenses represent the biggest bulk of the museum's 

expenditures (30,7% and 17.65% respectively, as shown on table 16 and 17), followed by 

personal expenses (29.5% and 7.6%) while the programming expenses represent the least part of 

the expenditures with only 12% of government funds and 2.55% of self-generated funds being 

allocated in this area. 

This totals to roughly 48% of the total budget being spent on material and running costs, 37% on 

personal costs and only 15% on programming costs. This information as well as total 

expenditures for 2009 can be found in Table 18 below. 

 

Table 18 – The structure of NTM Total expenses for 2009 and 2010 
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Total Expenses (from City and 

self-generated funds) 

Amount  

(2009) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Amount 

(2010) 

RSD 

% of total 

 expenses 

Personal expenses 8.448.495,62 33% 8.893.684,00 37% 

1.Salaries 7.404.944.62  7.567.255,62  

2.Taxes 1.043.551,00  1.072.615,00  

3.Travel expenses for employees /  /  

4.Other expenses for employees /  /  

Material, running expenses and  

marketing expenses 

8.274.117,00 32% 11.570.964,00 48% 

Material and running expenses 7.814.737,00 

+459.380,74 

 10.953.115,00 

+617.849,00 

 

Marketing expenses /  /  

Program expenses 9.078.103,10 35% 3.483.012,00 15% 

Capital expenses /  /  

Total  25.800.718,28 

 

100% 23.947,660,00 100% 

 

 

The tables clearly show that a lot of work has been done on getting  the museum functioning to 

the full extent of its capabilities in 2010, with microfilming and digitalization processes being a 

key focus for expenditures, along with preparing new thematic exhibitions.  

This fact, combined with a complete lack of marketing expenses, from both the governmental 

and self-generated funds suggests that the museum is currently focused on improving its offer to 

the public rather than promoting itself and working on its image. The museum's website hasn't 
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been updated in the last two years and, as has previously been mentioned, the staff of the 

museum does not feel it needs any audience development or outreach strategies at this point. 

Whatever little advertising of the museum did happen is likely to be drawn out of the material 

and running expenses, but according to the data that I was able to collect, it did not get registered 

as such.  

 

FINANCIAL RATIOS FOR NTM in 2009 and 2010 

 

1.   Market income ratio  

Market income ratio = market income / total income x 100 

2009 

Market income ratio = 3.948.453, 25 /25.800.718,28 x 100 

Market income ratio = 15, 30 

2010 

Market income ratio = 6.665.964, 00 /23.947.660,00 x 100 

Market income ratio = 27, 83  

Market income ratio is an indicator that measures the market orientation of cultural organization 

as well as trends in current financial policy.  

This ratio was significantly higher in 2010 then 2009. As will be shown below, the market 

income ratio for the museum is mostly derived from services (expert counseling, renting out of 

museum objects etc.), the ticket sales and the museum shop. 

 

2. Sales income ratio  

Sales income ratio = sales revenues / total income x 100 

 

2009 

Sales income ratio = 3.948.453, 25 /25.800.718,28 x 100 

Sales income ratio = 15, 30 

2010 

Sales income ratio = 6.665.964, 00 /23.947.660,00 x 100 

Sales income ratio = 27, 83  
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Sales income ratio measures the earning power of a cultural organization. In the case of the NTM 

the name is slightly misleading, as this category includes expert services and renting out of the 

museum objects which also make up a significant portion of the museum’s self-generated 

income. The exact numbers compared to ticket sales and the museum shop are impossible to 

obtain so they are all lumped together as they all form a part of the museum’s self-generated 

income.  

The percent of revenues that are generated through services, selling tickets and through 

Museum’s shop (publications, souvenirs, coffee shop etc) in 2010 was 27, 83% which is a 

significant percentage, and almost two time bigger than in 2009. The museum clearly has a good 

strategy to increase self-generated funds, but without a developed partnership with the public, 

civil and business sector, there is a poor chance to become cultural leader in the region. 

 

3. Fundraising income ratio  

Fundraising income ratio = donations/ total income x 100 

2009  

Fundraising income ratio = 0 /25.800.718,28x 100 

Fundraising income ratio = 0 

2010 

Fundraising income ratio = 0 /23.947.660,00x 100 

Fundraising income ratio = 0 

The fundraising income ratio indicates cultural organization’s power for fundraising and 

cooperation with business sector or donators.  

This is one of the main areas for further development of the Museum.  NTM needs a good 

strategy for finding alternative income sources apart of self-generated income, like fundraising 

and donations. 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS 

 

1. Efficiency index of NTM for 2009 and 2010 

Efficiency index = total revenue / total costs 

2009 

Efficiency index = 25.800.718, 28 / 25.800.718, 28 
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Efficiency index = 1 

2010 

Efficiency index = 23.947.660, 00 / 23.947.660, 00   

Efficiency index = 1 

The Efficiency index is an indicator which shows the financial vitality of the cultural institution. 

In the case of The Museum of Nikola Tesla, this indicator is 1 in 2009 and 2010, which 

represents the optimal value. It means that revenues cover all expenses, that all the funds are 

spent and that the management succeeded not to surmount the accorded budget.  

 

2. Self-sustainability index I of NTM for 2009 and 2010 

Self-sustainability index I = market resources / costs  

2009 

Self-sustainability index I = 3.948.453, 25 / 25.800.718, 28 

Self-sustainability index I = 0.15 

2010 

Self-sustainability index I = 6.665.964, 00 /23.947.660,00  

Self-sustainability index I = 0.28 

The Self-sustainability index I measures the changes, progress and identifies the trend lines in 

financial performances of a cultural institution. The Self-sustainability index I of the Museum of 

Nikola Tesla is on the higher level than other cultural institutions in Serbia, according to the data 

from the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia.  

The Self-sustainability index I value from 2009 further increased in 2010 showing that the 

museum is capable of sustaining itself.  

 

 

3. Self-sustainability index II of NTM for 2009 and 2010 

Self-sustainability index II = market resources / running and programme expenses 

2009 

Self-sustainability index II = 3.948.453, 25 / 17.352.220, 10 

Self-sustainability index II = 0.2 

2010 
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Self-sustainability index II = 6.665.964, 00 / 15.053.976, 00 

Self-sustainability index II = 0.44 

The Self-sustainability index II is an indicator for the operative financial performances.  

The Self-sustainability index II for the Museum of Nikola Tesla is sufficient, with a further 

increase in 2010.  

 

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS MATRIX 

STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES 

 

-- Exclusivity of NTM program 

-  Stable financing by the State  

- Interest for the Tesla’s legacy nationally 

   and   internationally 

- Support from City secretariat for culture 

- Good quality exhibitions 

- Good publishing activity 

- Self-generated income 

 

- No diversification of financial resources 

- Non flexible financing system - as a 

 budgetary     institution, every change in  

expenses structure has to be approved 

- No fundraising policies 

- No long-term financial plan and strategy 

- No marketing skills  

- No audience development planning 

- Not enough educational and interactive  

Programs, especially those targeted at specific 

target groups 

- Building is inadequate for the museum’s needs 

 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

 

- Creating a resource diversification  

strategy and mapping out a list of potential 

additional sources of income 

- Applying for EU projects and grants 

- Applying for projects financed within the 

 

- Economic crisis 

 - Not a crucial target for private businesses 

- Unstable socio-political environment 

- General stagnation and decline of financing of 

  Culture 
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The biggest issue for the Museum of Nikola Tesla can be found in the approach of its staff to 

the work they do and the approach they have towards their audience and community.  

The main issue I found is that staff of the NTM are not very concerned with finding additional 

funding sources or expanding their offering to the public on one hand, and completely 

uninterested in audience development strategies and community outreach on the other, 

claiming that they get more than enough audience as it is currently. This attitude is evident in 

their approach to updating the museum website, as well as in contact with the museum staff, 

who were very reluctant to provide any detailed financial information and talk about long-term 

plans for the museum. 

Nevertheless, on paper at least, it must be noted that the Museum of Nikola Tesla is doing a 

very good job on generating its own income in times of financial crisis and, in general, having 

a healthy percentage of their overall funds dedicated to programming expenses.  

Although this figure has significantly dropped in the previous year, it is to be expected that 

once the major restoration work is complete the museum will once again be able to invest more 

into its programming activities and that they should again represent the biggest bulk of their 

budget, as should be expected of any functioning modern museum. 

  State as well as finding other project-based  

financing avenues of income 

- No real competition (unique offer) 

- Connection with important local and  

 international organizations and networks 

 (ex.UNESCO) 

- Participation cultural manifestations such  

as Days of Belgrade,Universidad,  

Night of The Museums, etc. 

- Special focus on mapping out business partners with 

interest in the life and works or even just the brand of  

Tesla (Tesla motors, for example) 

- Growing cooperation with tourist organizations and  

development of cultural tourism 

- Dependence on regular visitors 

- Lack of initiative for correcting weaknesses 

On the behalf of the museum staff (audience 

Development, life-long learning etc.) 
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To summarize the NTM: 

 

- Does not possess a financial policy outside the Government budgeting, yet manages to earn a  

respectable amount of self-generated income, mostly through exploiting the uniqueness of its  

offer 

- Aside from the occasional (and very poorly documented) donation the museum seems 

completely uninterested in community and commercial fundraising, donations, sponsorships 

etc. 

- Although the museum earns a significant portion of income through ticket sales, museum shop 

and services, this number can further be boosted if audience development and community 

outreach strategies are implemented, enabling the museum to further capitalize on the uniqueness 

of its offer both in terms of the local audience and as a tourist attraction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART V – COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY AND THE MUSEUM OF NIKOLA TESLA WITH GOOD 
PRACTISE EXAMPLES 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Having given a historical overview of both museums and analyzed their organizational structures 

and finances it is now time to see in which capacity the Museum of Science and Technology 

(MST) and the Nikola Tesla Museum (NTM) are able to answer the demands of modern 
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museology, as outlined in the first chapter. To determine how capable the museums are at 

meeting the requirements of a modern museum and being true contemporary cultural centers a 

questionnaire has been created. It consists of five questions, based on the theory presented in the 

first chapter, and through these questions it will be possible to determine whether the MST and 

NTM can contend with the contemporary museums of Western Europe and, if not, why. Some of 

the questions have been in some form answered already in the financial chapters of both 

museums but here they will be presented in an easily comparable way so as to be able to 

determine which museum is better in what area immediately. 

 
QUESTION I – MISSION AND VISION 
 
A museum’s mission and vision are the main reasons for the museum’s formation and continued 

existence and must be a starting point for all of the museum’s activities. A museum without a 

clearly defined and contemporary mission and vision that takes into account museological 

advances, socio-economic changes and all other factors affecting the work of a modern museum 

cannot truly be considered a contemporary museum. A museum with an ill-defined set of 

priorities cannot hope to be a true cultural center for its community, and, as such, is of 

questionable value in today’s fast-changing world dominated by mass media culture.  

A good mission should inspire and convey passion and communicate the essence of why the 

museum exists and how it can make a difference in its society.   

A good vision will build upon the museum’s mission and represents a view to the future – what 

the museum hopes to become and how the community will benefit if the museum can fulfill its 

mission. 

It is here we run into the first major problem that both the MST and NTM are facing – their 

mission and vision both stem from their statutes, which are in both cases, although periodically 

re-written, essentially the same document in regards to the museum’s mission and vision as well 

as the general scope of activities. In fact, the mission and vision are not visible anywhere on the 

site or in the museum’s documents and the only way to get the information about it was through 

direct contact. Upon pressing some of the issues both directors came up with very good ideas on 

what mission and vision statements should be – the question remains, why are these not further 

developed and made more publically visible, then? 
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The closest equivalent to a mission statement on the MST’s website is that “the main goal of the 

Museum of Science and Technology is the protection of the scientific and technological heritage 

of Serbia. Besides collecting, research and protection of technological cultural property, the 

purpose of the Museum is their presentation to the public in order to elevate scientific and 

technological culture, as well as to popularize science and its modern achievements” 40 

 

Building on this, the museum sees its primary mission as one of educating and informing the 

wider community (especially younger audiences) about the importance of science and 

technology in their lives. This is clearly a good idea but one that needs further development and 

certainly needs to be stressed more visibly, such as on the museum’s website.  

 

What currently stands for a mission statement does not present clearly enough the importance of 

communicating with the audience and the museum’s role in creating the link between the past, 

present and future contained in its objects, audience and their mutual interaction.  

The NTM fares even worse in this regard with website also not having any clear indication of a 

mission or vision. What amounts to how they see their role, and thereby mission is in preserving 

and properly documenting the personal items of Nikola Tesla and making Tesla’s legacy easily 

available for research purposes. 

 

Through talks with the director’s representative41 it became obvious that the museum’s mission 

and vision are seen much differently, the mission being ”to inspire its audience with the life and 

work of Nikola Tesla, fostering creativity, discovery, education, research and communication 

through its collection, workshops and publishing activity”  

Let us compare this to some examples of mission statements from museums across the world: 

 

• Krakow Historical Museum, Poland:  “We are here to protect, depict to people of 

today and bequeath to posterity the unique heritage of Krakow. Our work is a duty in a 

field of shaping people aware of their identity” 42 

                                                 
40 http://www.muzejnt.rs/en/198 
41 Interviews conducted on the 29th of July and 5th of September 2011 
42 Đaković, Z. “Organizational reconstruction and strategic planning of the development of the Belgrade City 
Museum”, Master Thesis, Cultural Policy and Management, University of Arts,  Belgrade, 2009, page 20 
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• Tech Museum, San Jose, USA:   ”To engage people of all ages and backgrounds in 

science and technology experiences that educate, inform, provoke thought and inspire 

action. The Tech Museum does this through content and programs featuring "The Spirit 

of Silicon Valley" inspiring people, inventions and mind-set that continues to make this 

region the leading source of science and technology innovation.”43 

 
• Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain:   ”To collect, preserve, and research modern and 

contemporary art, and to present it from multiple perspectives within the context of the 

History of Art, addressing a broad, diverse audience, so as to contribute to the 

knowledge and enjoyment of art and the values that it represents, within a unique 

architectural landmark, as an essential part of the Guggenheim network, and a symbol of 

the vitality of the Basque Country.”44 

  

As it can be seen, the NTM’s mission statement quite clearly fits within modern trends of putting 

a large focus on community involvement and education. The question remains, though, why is 

this mission not clearly stated anywhere and how much is the museum really doing towards 

fulfilling it at this time? 

Speaking now of the vision element of the museums’ agenda, the Museum of Science and 

Technology’s director told me that the museum “constantly strives to improve its activities and 

grow within the framework of the European cultural context through co-operation within the 

Middle-European Union of Technological Museums (MUT). In the Serbian context, the Museum 

sees itself as being the most contemporary equipped center for conservation and study of 

technological culture goods as well as the central hub and supervisory body over all museums, 

collections and objects within the field of scientific, technical and technological culture.”  

 

Little focus is put on what all this would mean to its audience and community – how will such 

advancements and milestones benefit the museum’s audience, a question which should be at the 

heart of a good vision statement. When confronted with this question the director promptly 
                                                 
43 http://www.thetech.org/about/ 
 
44 http://www.guggenheim-bilbao-corp.es/en/bilbao-guggenheim/mission-vision-values/ 

http://www.thetech.org/about/
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added that another important part of the museum’s vision is to be recognized as the leader in 

education as well, and that the museum hopes to be able to channel the expertise of its staff 

towards this goal more in the future. This is definitely an improvement, but, again, as with the 

mission, this vision needs to be better elaborated and made publically available, so that 

audiences, sponsors and donators alike can see that the museum does have some contemporary 

ideas and understands how a mission and vision statement should look like. 

 

The Nikola Tesla Museum’s vision further elaborates this educational focus:”The museum 

strives to be at the forefront of technological advances, using innovative new technologies (often 

based on Tesla’s own work) to allow its audience an unprecedented audio-visual experience to 

help inspire and educate them.” 

As with the mission, the vision statement of the museum is also nowhere to be found and had to 

be discussed with the museum director.  

Again, a comparison with the vision statements from museums across the world: 

 

• Bakersfield Museum of Art, USA:      “The vision of the Bakersfield Museum of Art is 

to be recognized as a destination for fine art exhibitions that enrich the quality of life for 

residents and visitors of the San Joaquin Valley and as a leader in the area of art 

education for children and adults.”45 

 

• National Museum, Australia:   ”To be a recognized world-class museum exploring 

Australia's past, illuminating the present, imagining the future.” 46 

• Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain:   ”The Guggenheim Museum Bilbao will be 

recognized as a European leader in visitor-centered museum experiences and a reference 

for its managerial model. It will play an active role in the Solomon R. Guggenheim 

Foundation, both in the development of new projects and in specialized training for the 

benefit of the Guggenheim Network and the creative economy of the Basque Country.”47 

 

                                                 
45 http://www.bmoa.org/mission 
46 http://www.nma.gov.au/about_us/nma_corporate_documents/governance/vision_mission_and_values/ 
47 http://www.guggenheim-bilbao-corp.es/en/bilbao-guggenheim/mission-vision-values/ 
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As can be seen, vision statements focus on a plan for the future and a clear goal that the museum 

has in mind, such as being recognized as a leader in its field. In addition, the inclusion and 

education of audiences play a big part in the vision as well as the mission of museums. In this 

regard both museums have a good idea of what to strive for, but again, in the case of the MST, 

the idea is not fully developed yet and in the case of the NTM the already well-developed idea is 

not visible anywhere. 

 

To conclude, The Museum of Nikola Tesla has, at least in theory, a more developed mission and 

vision statement, yet the Museum of Science and Technology also has some good ideas which 

could further be developed into very sound mission and vision statements. However, neither 

museum has put any effort into publically acknowledging their mission and vision, nor do, as far 

the audience can tell, these statements even exist and so they are often confused with the 

declarations of the museums’ activities. In order to capitalize on a good mission and vision 

statement, which can help a long way with attracting audiences, donors and sponsors, the 

museums need to realize the importance of publically acknowledging them. 

 By making sure that the wider audiences, as well as the museum staff know exactly what the 

goals, values and aims of their museum are, the MST and NTM can position themselves on the 

cultural map much more effectively and attract more audiences, sponsors and donators. 

 
 
 
QUESTION II – PROGRAMMING EXPENDITURES vs OTHER COSTS 
 
One of the indicators that a museum is doing well is that it is able to allocate the majority of its 

funds towards programming activities, as opposed to being bogged down with 

running/maintenance costs, staff salaries etc. In other words – the more a museum is able to 

invest in creating and realizing new and exciting programs as opposed to merely paying the staff 

salaries and maintenance bills to keep the permanent exhibition running the more chance it has at 

attracting wider audiences and becoming a more significant player in the cultural field. This is 

however usually not feasible on state budgeting, especially in countries like Serbia where 

museums are constantly striving to fit as much programming as possible into very rigid one year 
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plans that have to be submitted to and approved by the Government, whilst spending a large 

portion of their allocated funds on running costs and staff salaries. 

 

Looking at the Museum of Science and Technology, it’s purely programmatic expenses have 

totaled roughly 21% of the budget in 2009, increasing to a respectable 30% in 2010. The running 

and maintenance expenses hovered at around 20% during both years. Nevertheless, although 

falling from 47% in 2009, the 38% of the budget spent on personal expenses shows that the 

museum is still struggling with its own upkeep and needs to look for alternative funding sources 

to finance more programming activities, such as applying for project-based financing to fund 

new exhibitions and programs. 

 

On the other hand, Nikola Tesla Museum actually decreased program funding from 34% in 2009 

to only 12% in 2010 due to major restoration work being done, which can also be seen from the 

material and running expenses column rising from 24% in 2009 to 31% in 2010.  

 

The personal expenses of the NTM are generally lower than for the MST, sitting at 26.7% in 

2009 and rising to almost 30% in 2010, but still being much lower than the 47% and 38% from 

the MST, which is somewhat logical considering the small amount of staff within the museum 

when compared to the MST.  

 

Overall, repairs and restoration work aside, it is evident that both museums have an overly large 

personal and material expenses bill showing that they spend a significant portion of their income 

merely on keeping themselves running. It is worth remembering though that under running 

expenses the museums have also classified marketing expenses which means that any possible 

increases in this field would also reflect on the increase in running expenses as well, regardless 

of whether the museums are actually investing in their infrastructure or not.  

In conclusion, both museums need to look to project-based financing to be able to realize more 

programs while still having enough money to cover staff salaries and upkeep expenses as well as 

more aggressive and expensive marketing campaigns in the future, in order to reach more 

audiences. 
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QUESTION III – AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
 

Audience development represents one of the crucial skills for modern cultural institutions, along 

with fundraising abilities, which will be the topic of the next question. „Museums depend on 

their visitors whether they charge for tickets or not. One of the tasks of PR is “to keep the 

museum and its exhibitions in the public’s eye.” 48 In order to capitalize on a well-planned 

mission and vision and reach its community as much as possible the museum must first be aware 

of the importance of audience-building and diversity in programming which will cater to the 

needs of both the current public non-public that may become public in the future.  

Audience development, however, does not just cover media exposure and well-planned PR 

although those are very important. Instead, it all starts within the museum itself and its 

programming. According to Gary Edison “to respect visitors means treating them like intelligent 

beings, offering them content based on detailed research, a clear and concise plan of the museum 

visit and a balanced message that is aimed at their hearts and minds”49 

Although ticket sales and other audience-based forms of income are usually a good indication of 

how the museum is interested in audience development, in some cases the results can be 

misleading as the high numbers may purely be a result of the popularity of the museum’s offer 

itself.  

To truly be able to analyze the museum’s commitment to its audience, it is necessary to look at 

how much it spends on marketing and advertising as well as how many specialized programs are 

conducted with the aim of appealing to wider audiences and special target groups such as 

minorities, disabled, children etc. It is important to note that this section is concerned equally 

with marketing expenses and specialized programs that the museum realized that were aimed at 

audience development, that, however fall financially under the programming costs.  

 

The Museum of Science and Technology invested 9.3% of their overall funds in marketing 

expenses in 2009 and that number dropped to 7% in 2010.  This number clearly shows that the 

museum cannot focus on marketing as one of its financial priorities at this time and should look 

for more media sponsorships and other means of making its media presence more visible. It is 

                                                 
48 Burns, William, A. Your future in museums, New York: Richards Rosen Press Inc., 1967, page 7 
49 Edison, G, Muzeji i Etika, Clio, 2008, page 296  
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important to note, though, that the museum had only opened up its first permanent exhibition 

(“2nd round”) in 2009 and the exhibition was closed again for large periods of time in 2010 while 

further restoration work took place. Therefore, it is somewhat logical to expect low marketing 

expenses at this time, as there is hardly any point in advertising a museum which is not currently 

open to the public. Nevertheless, marketing will be crucial for the MST next year as it has yet to 

build up and develop its audience, and this is a task in which marketing and audience 

development programs will need to play a significant role. 

 

Speaking of the audience development and community outreach programs, during 2009 the 

museum organized the Science Fair and numerous workshops such as “Looking at the world 

through Darwin’s eyes” and “Museum in School”. Most of these activities were aimed at school 

children as the museum sees them as one of the primary audiences.  This is part of its mission to 

get kids interested in science and educate them in the importance of science in everyday life. 

In 2010 similar activities were held, with the museum additionally enlisting the help of an 

outside associate to help with the museum’s promotion in schools and media and to organize 

group visits. 

 In talks with the museum’s director, it was mentioned that some of the planned activities for 

2011 included a series of workshops for children (including children with special needs and 

disabled children) on various topics that the museum covers.  

 It is clear that the museum values their youth audience greatly; though it seems that some other 

target groups (such as the elderly) are being left out of the museum’s specialized programs, 

which is something that could be improved on in the future. 

 

The Museum of Nikola Tesla, on the other hand, has absolutely no marketing expenses during 

2009 and 2010. The museum was clearly focused more on programming activities in 2009 and 

refurbishing/restoration in 2010.  

However, in talks with the museum representative50, no plans for any large or even medium scale 

marketing investments in the future were expressed, claiming that the museum already gets 

“more than enough” visitors and that the museum is currently focused more on improving its 

offer to the visitors than any sort of audience development. The museum reports around 72 

                                                 
50 Interviews conducted in July and September of 2011 
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thousand visitors in 2009 and 304 thousand in 2010, although the actual number of visitors to the 

museum itself (and not all events that the museum took part in) is much smaller, at only around 

10,000 in 2009 and 32,000 in 2010. While seeming like very respectable figures, it must be 

stressed that Tesla’s unique legacy is a huge selling point for the NTM and entirely capable of 

bringing audiences in without any additional marketing, as the NTM demonstrates.  

Nevertheless, the number of visitors to the museum is one statistic that can be greatly improved 

with a marketing campaign and this is one aspect of its policy the museum needs to reconsider 

seriously. Audience visits alone cannot be an excuse for not being interested in enlarging the 

community around the museum, especially if we consider the museum’s mission and vision, 

according to which its audience is at the center of the museum’s reason for existence and future 

goals. Marketing is not only about bringing in more audience to witness the museum’s fund – it 

should be viewed as a means to communicate the museum’s message outside its walls, and, as 

such, a crucially important part of the museum’s activities. 

 

In regards to community activities, the Museum of Nikola Tesla has not organized any 

workshops or specialized activities for specific target groups. Instead, during 2009 and 2010 it 

focused more on active participation in science and technology related events, such as presenting 

the exhibitions “Journals from Tesla’s personal library” and “Tesla’s marvelous world of 

electricity” at the 49th and 50th annual “Elektrijada” meeting of electrical engineering students at 

the Electrical Engineering Faculty in Belgrade. 

 Although the museum, like the MST, participated in many more such events, there was not a 

single educational program aimed at specific target groups and organized solely by the museum 

staff at the museum’s premises.   

 

In contacts with the museum representative it seemed as if the museum is focused much more on 

spreading the knowledge about Nikola Tesla’s life and work to as much audience as possible, 

through intensive touring of its flagship and supporting exhibitions as well as a strong publishing 

activity than really engaging the audience and actively involving them in the process of learning. 

In short - much more focus must be put on the link between the museum’s valuable legacy and 

the world we live in today. If the museum wants to live up to its ambitious mission and vision it 

must focus not only on the informatory side of learning through exhibitions but make a point of 
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including its audience in the learning process much more actively through workshops, panels and 

other forms of discussion. 

 

To illustrate this with a few examples: 

 

- The Museum of Auckland, in Auckland, New Zealand places a great deal of importance 

on the interaction with its community. Firstly, there is an elaborate system of lectures 

supporting primary and secondary school curricula and pre-school programs for young 

children as well as programs aimed at school teachers and adults. In addition, the 

museum staff has launched numerous initiatives aimed at involving its audience in the 

everyday functioning of the museum. One of these initiatives, supported by the museum’s 

website, is the Museum Public Forum. Through the website, visitors are able to choose 

between several virtual presentations of the future look of the museum galleries, so that 

the museum staff can determine what its audience wants to see and the stories they want 

to be told.  

 

- Since reopening in 2007, the Zeuuws Heritage Museum in Middelburg, Netherlands, has 

made its goal to re-examine the role of a local museum within a community.  

 
- It aims to determine new ways in which the community can be involved in shaping the 

museum’s work as well as finding innovative concepts for communicating the museum’s 

collection to the general public. Besides numerous educational programs, the museum 

has also enlisted the help of established artists, musicians and designers in creating new 

works of art based on the museum’s collection, thereby creating a link between the past, 

present and making cultural heritage for the future. 

 

Conclusion would be, although the MST stands much better than the NTM in terms of audience 

involvement and education, it is necessary for both museums to put much more focus on this 

area in the future, especially in the case of the Nikola Tesla Museum.  

Without a wide range of programs suited to the various target groups that could make up the 

museums’ audience, both museums are inevitably losing potential public. In addition, well 
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thought out programs that also cater to the needs of vulnerable target groups such as children, the 

elderly, disabled or minorities can also help the museums improve their social reputation and 

attract more funds from donors and foundations. 

 

 
QUESTION IV – ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SOURCES AND RESOURCE DIVERSIFICATION 
 
The topic of this paper is whether the current financing system allows the two museums analyzed 

to function optimally and meet the demands of modern museology. It is therefore, natural to 

question how much the museums themselves have done to find alternative sources of funding. 

Also, how do they try to distance themselves from the budgetary constraints of the public 

financing model in Serbia?  In order to be able to finance staff education, larger media 

campaigns and more ambitious projects, museums cannot merely rely on funds earned through 

their own internal means (tickets, museum shop, expert services etc.). Instead, they must realize 

that many of its activities can be financed independently as part of one-off project financing 

grants offered by various international foundations, the EU and even the local ministries. In 

addition, with some clever marketing tools and innovative concepts, the museums can steadily 

improve their self-generated income as well. 

This is the part in which it becomes most clear that the two museums in this study are far behind 

world museological trends.  

Looking at both the MST and NTM there is only one single project-based funding program in the 

pipeline and that is the “Serbian Medical Society Restoration Project”, applied for by the MST to 

the Ministry of Culture after the Ministry cut this part of the budget from the museum’s annual 

plan for 2011.  There is also the matter of significant in-kind contributions to both museums in 

regards to museum infrastructure by several construction companies and the local municipalities 

and the occasional miniscule private donation here and there, but for the most part these weren’t 

done on the initiative of the museums themselves. 

 

The bottom line is neither museum has created even one project to be submitted to international 

foundations, UNESCO, EU Development Funds or other organizations nor has otherwise made 

any large-scale plans for contacting sponsors and donors. Without these additional funding 
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sources it is rather hard to invest the low available funds in improving the museum shop, opening 

up a restaurant or otherwise expanding the commercial offerings within the museum. Therefore, 

it comes as no surprise that these aspects are very poorly developed in the two museums as well. 

Nevertheless, there are always ideas which cost very little and can be very beneficial to the 

museum: 

- The Etnographic Museum of Slovenia, in Ljubljana, has created a special “Museum 

Beehive” fund, which will allow donators and sponsors to become part of the history and 

décor of the museum by receiving colorful panels of their choice with their names etched 

on them. These panels will form the basis of a colorful art installation which will 

eventually cover an entire wall in the entrance hall of the museum, serving as an artistic 

piece in itself. This idea could be beneficial to the Museum of Science and Technology, 

with the role of donors being various technological manufacturers. 

The museum also has a very well developed café and the contents of its museum shop 

can be browsed through the web catalogue on the museum’s website. These all contribute 

to making the museum attractive to even those who do not visit the actual exhibitions, the 

so-called non-public that can in this way be motivated to actually visit the museum. 

 

 

To conclude, in order for the two museums in this study (and, in general, any museum in Serbia) 

to be able to effectively function they need to employ resource diversification strategies as well 

as innovative marketing ideas to make the most of their self-generated income. In order to do so 

the museum staff needs to be educated in recognizing the possibilities available to them and how 

to capitalize on those opportunities. 

 

QUESTION V – STAFF EDUCATION 
 
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, staff education and life-long learning in museums is 

one of the pillars of modern museology. Without the knowledge and skills to keep up with 

modern museological trends (especially in terms of fundraising and marketing/PR) museum staff 

is ill-equipped to deal with the challenges modern museums face, especially in transitional 

countries like Serbia, and during times of financial crises.  
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Therefore, how much a museum places on educating it’s staff and in what capacity it is able to 

maintain a roster of people eager to further their own knowledge can directly influence the 

museum’s ability to adapt to new challenges and take advantage of available opportunities. 

 
Nevertheless, the traditional way of thinking in Serbia is that every skill necessary in the 

museological profession can be learned through practice. That, combined with a lack of proper 

life-long museological education and a lack of Government support for the very expensive post-

graduate courses means that staff education is one of the least priorities when planning the 

museum’s yearly budget. Furthermore, staff education that does occur is usually concerned with 

very specific academic specializations, rather than teaching museum staff the necessary 

marketing, PR and fundraising strategies. 

Since most museums do not have a Marketing PR department, this hefty task often lies on the 

shoulders of curators poorly qualified in the above areas. It has already been established that the 

modern museological education is one of the biggest problems Serbian museums face, but how 

do the two analyzed museums see this issue? 

In talks with the director and staff of the Museum of Science and Technology it was evident that 

there is a common ground in regards to this issue.   

While everybody feels that this is a very important part of the museum functioning, and some 

funds are being set aside, the consensus is that it is far from being enough. 

 Regretfully, the museum representatives feel that there is little space to improve the situation. 

High staff education costs with lot of pressing matters at hand compete for the limited resources 

of the museum’s budget.  

Looking at the numbers from 2009 and 2010 confirms this attitude as only 0.56% of the budget 

was allocated to financing two staff doctorates in 2009, the number improving slightly to 0.83% 

in 2010. Although these numbers seem incredibly small, it is worth noting that the trend does 

show improvement and that in 2010, 3 out of the 21 permanent employees had their post-

graduate education financed, which comes to roughly 14% of the staff. 

The situation is much different in Nikola Tesla Museum. Through contacts with the museum 

representatives, the conclusion was that they haven’t placed any importance on staff education, 

and numbers from their financial reports confirm this. Not only has there been no financing of 

staff education in 2009 and 2010, but looking briefly through financial plans for 2007 and 2008 
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there was no mention of funds allocated for this purpose in them either. Clearly, this is one area 

in which the museum needs to seriously rethink its priorities – with a staff of just nine permanent 

employees and only two dedicated curators the education costs shouldn’t set the museum budget 

too far back, especially considering how well the museum does at earning their own funds. 

 

To conclude, both museums in the study do not adequately finance staff education and the 

financing that does occur is usually aimed at further professional education of the curators in 

their fields of expertise. 

While it seems that the director of the MST is at least aware that this is currently one of the 

museum’s weaknesses, the executives of NTM are comfortable with the situation, since the 

museum is already earning a significant portion of its own income and bringing in audience 

numbers the museum. There are no pressing issues regarding marketing or fundraising strategies, 

and therefore no real need for further museological education in those fields.  

As for further professional education of the curators, this was somewhat more readily 

acknowledged as important, but, again, looking at the figures clearly shows it is not a priority 

within the museum. 

 

PART VI – CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The role and mission of a museum in our society has changed greatly over the last few decades. 

In order to be considered a successful and contemporary cultural institution it is no longer 

enough for a museum to content itself with being a passive keeper of heritage, detached from the 

everyday life of its society. Modern museums must become centers of community cultural life, 

not mere monuments to history that would otherwise be lost. They must actively communicate 

and engage their audiences, teach and learn from them in an ongoing process of mutual co-

operation.  

 

The objective of this paper was to analyze to what extent a museum’s financing model can 

influence its ability to adapt to new trends in museology and whether the state budgetary 

financing model can meet the needs of museums in Serbia.  
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In order to reach its stated objectives, this paper has thoroughly investigated the history, 

organizational and financial structures as well as programming and marketing activities of one 

city and one state museum in Belgrade. Through a comparative analysis based on five key 

questions it has been proven that the two museums analyzed within the study are not able to 

follow worldly museological trends and perform their expected social roles as contemporary 

community cultural centers. 

 

In addition, the study has shown that the problems faced by museums in Serbia only partly stem 

from the financing system in the country. The lack of life-long museological education in all 

fields necessary for working in museums (fundraising, financial and strategic management, 

cultural tourism), and a proper law framework for cultural activities are two other key elements 

that play a role in the current situation.    

 

In order to at least partially overcome all these difficulties, the two museums in this study must 

employ several strategies based on detailed research, as well as being open-minded enough to 

follow good practice examples from around the world. Listed below are the four most important 

and general strategies that both museums can benefit from: 

1.) Create a resource diversification strategy and map out a list of potential financial  

partners  

This is the first and most crucial task for both museums in this study. With a clearer idea of 

potential funding sources the museums can start planning how to apply for additional funds 

and rethinking the way they organize their yearly budget plans. Donors, sponsors, private and 

public foundations as well as the state itself are all possible avenues for obtaining additional 

funding sources. EI Niš, Elektrodistribucija Srbije, Sony are just some examples of potential 

commercial sponsors and then there are the European Comission, UNICEF and other 

organizations and foundations that could easily be a source of additional funds. These funds 

can then also be used to transform  the museum shop or open a café or bar within or near the 

premises, increasing the museums’ potential for creating self-generated income in the future.  

 

2.) Establish new or strengthen existing strategic partnerships with various  

         stakeholders in the country, region, Europe and worldwide that share similar interests 
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         with the museums and explore the potential of cultural tourism 

       Another monumentally important task, this will allow the museums to, on the one hand  

 connect with the possible commercial sponsors within their field and, on the other, greatly  

 expand their social role by building much stronger links with their communities through 

 educational programs, projects aimed at and realized with the help of local communities,  

 organizing more events for specific target groups etc. For example, on the territory of 

 “Bela Crkva” there is an old railway leading from Romania that is underthe state protection. 

 The MST could concieve a project to reconstruct this railway for touristic but also educational 

 and purposes (give students a chance to visit and learn about how railways looked once upon 

 a time, for example). This project could be realized in co-operation with be local community  

 and as a joint Serbian and Romanian project. There are lots of these examples like this one  

 around Serbia and museums just need to realize the potential of community outreach and  

 possible touristic appeal that these projects can provide. 

          

3.) Strengthen the educational aspect of their work: 

The vision statements of both museums stress their educational role, and the Museum of 

Science and Technology even sees itself as a leading research center for science and 

technology related topics. This idea needs to be developed by creating strong links with 

universities, secondary schools and student organizations in the country and abroad,while 

making sure to tailor the programs aimed at school children so as to follow the curricula of 

their subjects and to be useful and entertaining at the same time. But the educational aspect of 

the museums shouldn’t focus merely on youth – currently, the small amount of educational 

activities that both museums have so far conducted have been focused almost entirely on this 

group. Museums need to realize that in order to truly accomplish their educational role  in the 

community they must also develop programs for varied and different target groups such as 

adults, the elderly, children, people with special needs, minorities and so on.  

 

4.) Make themselves more visible: 

The final and most obvious strategy, this is also one apparently overlooked by the majority of 

museums in Serbia, including the two in this study. In order for the public as well as potential 

sponsors, donors and other partners to be able to know more about the work of the museums, 
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the museums need to invest a lot more time energy and resources in properly promoting 

themselves. To start with:  the museums’ mission and vision statements must clearly be visible 

in all of the official documents as well as the website. Potential stakeholders need to know 

exactly what the museum stands for and why it would be beneficial for them to establish 

communication and cooperation. Both museums in this study need to realize that it is not 

enough to simply reach out to professionals in the field of science and technology – as true 

community centers they must be aware that their target audience should be the entire 

community. Advertisements on bus stops, marketing on the largest television channels and 

biggest-selling magazines are all activities that could either be achieved through media in-kind 

sponsorship or, again project-based grants, therefore not endangering the already tight budget 

that the museums operate with. 

There are many other, smaller-scale initiatives within these suggestions that can be realized 

through well thought-out and creative projects, but these four presented here represent a basis on 

which the museums can build. Only realizing at least one of these strategies the museums in this 

study can get a step closer to fulfilling their social role in the community and earn the right to be 

considered true contemporary cultural centers of the 21st century. 
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PART VIII – APPENDICES 
 
In addition to the free-form interview, museum directors/their representatives were asked 

questions based on the questionaire in the comparative analysis part of the study. These 

questions were: 

 

1.) How do you see your mission and vision as a museum? 
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2.) How much emphasis do you place on the importance of audience development and 

community outreach? 

 
3.) How important do you see the educational role of the museum?  

 
4.) How many seminars/community workshops/special events for specific target groups have 

you organized in the past two years approximately? 

 
5.) How much emphasis is placed marketing/advertising of the museum? 

 
6.) Have you received any additional program-based funding outside the founder’s budget in 

the last couple of years and, if so, for what projects? 

 
7.) How important is life-long learning in museology for you and your staff? 

 
8.) What do you see as the biggest challenge/problem museums are facing in Serbia today? 
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